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Working on the Railroad
By Joseph Parzych
I got a job on the railroad
when I was 16. It was war
time and the railroads were
desperate for help. Someone told me, if I wanted a
good-paying job, to just walk
into the Division Engineer’s

SJ½GIERHEWOLMQJSVE
NSFSRXLIWIGXMSRKERK
An ex-railroad employee
[EVRIHQIXLEXXLIWIGXMSR
KERK[EWEVSYKLGVI[&YX
MR-[IRX[MXLSYXORSGOing.The division engineer,
Mr.Wilkens, sat behind a big
HIWO[MXLWXEGOWSJTETIVW

strewn about. He was barking orders into a telephone.
My heart began pounding a
LSPIMRQ]GLIWX -[SRHIVIH
if I should turn around and
leave before he hung up and
threw me out.
“What do you want?” he

(PICK UP AVAILABLE)
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growled.
“I’m looking for a
job,” I blurted out.
He seemed to softIR±;IGERWYVIYWI
some help,” Wilkens
said.“Go down to the
WIGXMSRKERKWLERX]
and tell Casey, the
foreman, that I hired
you. If anyone asks
you, tell ‘em you’re
18.”
He didn’t say where
the shanty was, but
a railroad worker
standing on the station platform pointed
it out to me. He wore
EWXVMTIHVEMPVSEHGET
WSQIXLMRK-GSYPHR´X[EMXXS
begin wearing.
The foreman asked for my
REQIERHWSGMEPWIGYVMX]
number for the time book.
To my relief, he did not ask
how old I was.The pay was
about three times the most I
had ever earned before, and
SZIVXMQITE][EWPMFIVEP&YX
I think I’d have worked for
nothing just to be part of
XLII\GMXIQIRXSJ[SVOMRK
on the railroad.
The workmen taught me
how to swing the long
snouted hammers when
HVMZMRKWTMOIWLS[XSWTEGI
XLIVEMPWXSERI\EGX[MHXL
and the essential details of
the job that insured the
safety of workmen and
passengers, alike.They were
EVSYKLLEVHHVMROMRKFYRGL
but they treated me well.
Our gang mostly maintained
XVEGOWEVSYRHXLIVEMPVSEH
station.
When a steam train pulled
in at the station, a great hubbub arose. Steam hissed out
SJZEVMSYWTPEGIWSJXLIPSGSQSXMZIEWMXWEXMRXLIWXEXMSRTERXMRKPMOIEFMKFPEGO
beast.The enormous steam
G]PMRHIVWERHGSRRIGXMRK
rods that drove the massive
iron wheels were all out in
XLISTIR7SSRXLIGSRHYGXSVGEPPIH±%PPEFSEVH²ERH
XLIXVEMRGLYKKIHSYXSJXLI
station.With the train gone,
GEPQERHUYMIXHIWGIRHIH
SRXLIWXEXMSR8LIPYRGL
VSSQPSWXEPPMXWYVKIRG]ERH
XLIGSYRXIVLIPTVIPE\IH
after the big rush.
One evening we took a
GSJJIIFVIEOEW[I[SVOIH
PEXIMRXSXLIRMKLXGPIEVing snow.The station was
UYMIXHYVMRKEPYPP8LIFVEWW]
blonde waitress bantered
[MXLXLIWIGXMSRKERK8LI]
egged her on to show me
LIVFYXXIV¾]7LIVEMWIH

her skirt, but I looked away.
I didn’t realize she was
WLS[MRKQIEFYXXIV¾]
tattoo on her inner thigh. I
[EWR´XI\EGXP]WYVI[LEXWLI
wanted to show me and I
hadn’t dared to look.The
QIRLS[PIH[LIRQ]JEGI
got red. Later, I wished I’d
taken a peek.
;SVOMRKSRXLIXVEGOW[EW
a dangerous job. Dropping
EVEMPGSYPHWQEWLXSIWSV
break a leg. Sometimes a
train bore down on a difJIVIRXXVEGOXLERI\TIGXIH
GEXGLMRKXVEGOQIRYRE[EVI
IWTIGMEPP]EJXIV[SVOMRK
EVSYRHXLIGPSGO
Not only was railroad pay
more than three times what
SXLIVSGGYTEXMSRWTEMHFYX
after eight hours we got
paid time and a half, and
after sixteen hours we got
paid double time.Then it
[IRXFEGOXSWXVEMKLXXMQI
and started all over again.
;LIRMXWRS[IHXLIWIGXMSR
gang’s job was to keep the
VEMPW[MXGLIWGPIEVSJWRS[
ERHMGI-JEW[MXGLHMHR´X
GPSWIEPPXLI[E]XLIXVEMR
would derail.

It felt good to have
a pocket full of
folding money...
%JXIVGPIEVMRKXLIMGIERH
snow away, we lit kerosene
smudge pots to keep the rail
W[MXGLIWJVSQJVII^MRK-JMX
snowed all night, we worked
EPPRMKLX8LIVEMPVSEHPYRGL
GSYRXIVGPSWIHEFSYXXIR
S´GPSGOFYX7QMXX]´W(MRIV
RIZIVGPSWIH
8LIHMRIVWSPHEHIPMGMSYW
bowl of beef stew and a big
GLYROSJGVYWX]FVIEHJSV
GIRXW-XJIPXKSSHXSLEZIE
TSGOIXJYPPSJJSPHMRKQSRI]
IEXMRKSYXMRWXIEHSJGEVV]MRKEPYRGLFYGOIX[SVOMRK

EPPRMKLX[MXLXLIWIGXMSR
gang doing a man’s job even
though I was only sixteen.
When it looked like the
snow storm was letting up
and we might not work all
night and lose out on the
time and a half and double
time, the gang would take
YTEGSPPIGXMSRXSXEOI
Casey out for a few drinks.
While they were getting him
mellow, my job was getting
EKSSH½VIKSMRKMRXLI
railroad shanty. If the shanty
[EW[EVQERHGS^]'EWI]
would soon doze off and
snore through the night.
8LIQIRXSSOXYVRWGLIGOing the smudge pots and
W[MXGLIW[LMPIXLISXLIVW
GYVPIHYTSRFIRGLIWXS
GEXGLEWRSS^ISRHSYFPI
overtime. I stoked the pot
bellied stove though the
RMKLXFIX[IIRWREXGLIWSJ
WPIIT %XEFSYXX[SS´GPSGO
MRXLIQSVRMRKEXVEMRGEQI
thundering by, making a horrendous noise. It shook the
shanty as though it were going to take the shanty with
it. Someone stirred,“There
goes the bootlegger.” (The
train got named “boot legger” during prohibition when
people took the Montrealer
XS'EREHEXSFVMRKFEGO
whiskey.) The train roared
SJJMRXSXLIRMKLXERHUYMIX
HIWGIRHIHSRXLIWLERX]
8LIJSVIQER´WWRSVMRKGSRtinued uninterrupted.
The next morning, Casey
[EWLYRKSZIVERHKVSYGL]
YRXMPXLIGVI[XSSOLMQSYX
JSVFVIEOJEWXERHEGYTSJ
-VMWLGSJJII1]½VWX[IIO´W
TE]GLIGOIUYEPIHQSVI
XLER[LEXEWXSVIGPIVO
earned in a month. I never
did buy a striped railroad
GET&YX[LIRIZIV-WE[E
train, rumbling by, or heard
a train whistle blow, that
old railroad feeling stirred in
me. T
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Small engines may have big futures
GERXTYFPMGMX]MRVIGIRX]IEVW
WSQIEYXSQEOIVWEVIWMQTP]
WLVMROMRKXLIWXERHEVHGEV
engine.
%YXSQEOIVWLEZIFIIR
TVSHYGMRKXLVIIG]PMRHIV
IRKMRIWJSVWSQIXMQI FYX
EVINYWXRS[WXEVXMRKXS
VIZIEPWYGLIRKMRIWXSXLI
TYFPMG;LMPIXLIWIX]TIWSJ
IRKMRIWLEZIXVEHMXMSREPP]
FIIREWWSGMEXIH[MXLPE[R
QS[IVWQSTIHWERHWRS[QSFMPIWELERHJYPSJGEVW
EVIRS[FIMRKIUYMTTIH
[MXLXLVIIG]PMRHIVIRKMRIW
XSMRGVIEWIJYIPIJ½GMIRG]

The move is on to produce
QSVIJYIPIJ½GMIRXEYXSQS-

FMPIW %PXLSYKLEPXIVREXMZI
JYIPWLEZIKEVRIVIHWMKRM½-

;LMPIXLVIIG]PMRHIV
IRKMRIWLEZILEHXLI
YRJSVXYREXIWXIVISX]TISJ
FIMRKTYR]RI\XXSZILMcles touting more under
XLILSSHI\TIVXWWE]XLEX
EHZERGIWMRIRKMRIXIGLRSPSK]LEZIQEHIMXTSWWMFPI
JSVXLVIIG]PMRHIVIRKMRIWXS
TVSHYGIQSVITS[IV[MXL

How to safely navigate wet roadways
*EPPWLS[IVWGSRXVMFYXIXSGLEPPIRKMRKHVMZMRK
GSRHMXMSRW*EPP[IEXLIVGERFI½GOPIZEGMPPEXMRKFIX[IIRHV][IXERHIZIRMG]GSRHMXMSRW
(VMZIVWRIIHXSVIQEMRSRXLIMVXSIWXSWEJIP]
XVEZIVWIVSEH[E]WRIEVERHJEV
;IXVSEH[E]WERHTSSVHVMZMRKGSRHMXMSRW
GSRXVMFYXIXSXLSYWERHWSJVSEHEGGMHIRXW
IEGLERHIZIV]]IEV %WVSEHWKIX[IXSMP
ERHSXLIVWYFWXERGIWVMWIXSXLIWYVJEGISJ
XLITEZIQIRXXLSWIFIEYXMJYPJEPPMRKPIEZIW
FIGSQIZIV]WPMTTIV]ERHGSQTVSQMWIXLI
XVEGXMSRSJJIVIHF]XMVIW %GGSVHMRKXSXLI
9RMXIH7XEXIW(ITEVXQIRXSJ8VERWTSVXEXMSRXLIVIEVIEVSYRHEYXSQSFMPIGVEWLIW
IEGL]IEVHYIXSVEMR
,IEZ]VEMRWEPWSQE]PIEHXSTYHHPIW[LMGLGERSFWGYVILE^EVHWSRXLIVSEH[E]'EVW
QE]WXEPPSYXMRTYHHPIWSVL]HVSTPERI[LMGLSGGYVW[LIRGEVWGSEWXEPSRKXLIWYVJEGISJ
XLI[EXIV4YHHPIWEPWSGERFIWTPEWLIHF]SRGSQMRKGEVWPIEHMRKXSZMWMFMPMX]MWWYIW
-XMWMRIZIV]HVMZIV´WFIWXMRXIVIWXXSYWIGEYXMSR[LIRHVMZMRKSR[IXVSEHW8LIJSPPS[MRK
XMTWGERLIPTTVIZIRXEGGMHIRXWMRNYVMIWERHIZIRJEXEPMXMIWHYVMRKVEMR]GSRHMXMSRW
7PS[HS[R(VMZIVWWLSYPHHVMZIWPS[IV[LIRVSEHWEVI[IXERH[LIRVEMRGSQTVSQMWIWZMWMFMPMX]-XGERXEOIYTXSXLVIIXMQIWPSRKIVXSWXSTSRE[IXVSEHXLEREHV]SRI&]
WPS[MRKHS[R]SY[MPPFIEFPIXSWXSTSVZIIVSYXSJXLI[E]SJHERKIV
0IEZIVSSQ;LIRHVMZMRKSR[IXVSEHWPIEZIQSVIVSSQFIX[IIR]SYVZILMGPIERHXLI
SRIMRJVSRXSJ]SY %KEMRXLMWTPE]WMRXSWXSTTMRKHMWXERGI8EMPKEXMRKMRGVIEWIW]SYVVMWOSJ
VIEVIRHMRKEZILMGPIMJ]SYGERRSXWXSTMRXMQISRE[IXVSEH[E]
7XE]EPIVX-XGERFIIEW]XSFIPYPPIHMRXSGSQTPEGIRG][LMPIHVMZMRK&YXWXE]MRKEPIVXERH
GSRWGMSYWSJIZIV]HIXEMPKSMRKSREVSYRH]SYGERVIHYGI]SYVVMWOSJEGGMHIRX[LIRHVMZMRK
MRPIWWXLERMHIEPGSRHMXMSRW
7OMTGVYMWIGSRXVSP %WEHVMZIV ]SY[ERXXSVIQEMRMRGSRXVSPSJEGGIPIVEXMSRERHWTIIH
VEXLIVXLERPIEZMRKMXYTXSXLIGVYMWIGSRXVSPW]WXIQ-J]SYFIKMRXSL]HVSTPERISRGVYMWI
GSRXVSPXLIGEVQE]EGXYEPP]WTIIHYT
9WI]SYVLIEHPMKLXW,IEHPMKLXWGERPMKLXYTXLIVSEHMRJVSRXSJ]SYLIPTMRKMPPYQMREXI
TSXIRXMEPLE^EVHW0MKLXWSREGEVEPWSQEOI]SYVZILMGPIQSVIZMWMFPIXSSXLIVWSRXLIVSEH
%P[E]WXYVRSRXLILIEHPMKLXWMRMRGPIQIRX[IEXLIV
%ZSMHNIVO]QSZIQIRXW/IITEWXIEH]TEGIERHXLIZILMGPIMRGSRXVSP.IVOMRKXLI[LIIP
SVEGGIPIVEXMRKERHFVEOMRKMREIVVEXMGJEWLMSRGERGEYWIXLIZILMGPIXSWTMRSYXSVWOMHSR
[IXVSEHW
'LIGO]SYVXMVIW-RWTIGX]SYVXMVIWJSVXVIEH[IEVERHEMVTVIWWYVI8MVIWWLSYPHFIVSXEXIHEWTEVXSJVSYXMRIQEMRXIRERGI 4SSVP]TIVJSVQMRKXMVIWEVIEWMKRM½GERXWEJIX]VMWO-J]SY
PMZIMREREVIEORS[RJSVEPSXSJVEMRMRZIWXMRXMVIWHIWMKRIHJSV[IXVSEHGSRHMXMSRW
(SR´XPIX[IX[IEXLIVKIXXLIFIWXSJ]SY7PS[HS[RWXE]ZMWMFPIERHFISRXLIEPIVX T

PIWW*SVH2MWWERERH&1;
EVINYWXWSQISJXLIEYXSQEOIVWI\TIVMQIRXMRK[MXL
XLVIIG]PMRHIVIRKMRIW[LMPI
EPWSTVSQSXMRKSXLIVMRRSZEXMSRWXSFSSWXIJ½GMIRG]
7XVIEQPMRIHEIVSH]REQMGW
GEVFSR½FIVERHMQTVSZIH
LSVWITS[IVGERGLERKI
TYFPMGTIVGITXMSRWSJGEVW
[MXLIRKMRIWXLEXLEZIJI[IV
G]PMRHIVW
-REHHMXMSRXSVIUYMVMRKPIWW
JYIPXLVIIG]PMRHIVIRKMRIW
XEOIYTPIWWWTEGIMRIRKMRI

GSQTEVXQIRXWJVIIMRKYT
more room for interior
TEWWIRKIVWTEGI8LMWGER
GVIEXIQSVIWTEGIMRXVEHMXMSREPP]GSQTEGXZILMGPIW
7QEPPIVIRKMRIWGERMQTVSZI
WEJIX]FIGEYWIXLIVIMWPIWW
VMWOXLEXXLIIRKMRI[MPP
TIRIXVEXIXLIMRXIVMSVMRE
front-end collision.
;LMPIWSQIXLVIIG]PMRHIVZILMGPIWLEZIPEGOPYWXIV
VIWTSRWIW[MXLEGGIPIVEXMSR
ERHVSEHTIVJSVQERGI
SXLIVWSJJIVGSQTEVEFPI

LSVWITS[IVXSWSQIPEVKIV
engines. According to the
EYXSQSXMZI[IFWMXI.EPSTRMO
QER]QSHIVRXLVIIG]PMRHIV
IRKMRIWSJJIVTS[IVGSQTEVEFPIXSXLEXSJJIVIHF]:
engines in the 1970s.
8LIXLVIIG]PMRHIVSJJIVMRKWQE]FIGSRGIRXVEXIH
XSEJI[FVERHWVMKLXRS[
FYXXLIEHZERXEKIWSJXLIWI
WQEPPIVIRKMRIWQE]QEOI
XLIQQSVITVIZEPIRXMRXLI
]IEVWXSGSQI T
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Train-wrecked but still running
The station’s renovation
plan is still in question.
'SYRX]SJ½GMEPWIWXMQEXIH
that it would cost up to one
million dollars to repair the
station’s stairway.
There is no doubt that the
wreck will take a big toll out
SJXLIWXEXMSR´W½RERGIWFYX
it does not have that much
affect towards its business.

No one could ever picture
or imagine a 132-ton train
crashing into a train station.
But this sort of accident
happened at Union Station,
in Utica, on Jul. 21.

boy faced no charges. This
incident was captured on
video, and when it showed
the train hitting the building’s
stairway, there was a ton of
smoke and the passengers
[IVI¾IIMRKE[E]JVSQXLI
scene.

According to Syracuse.
com, a freight car, traveling
40 miles per hour, hit an
antique locomotive, which
then slammed into the
station’s stairway. Thankfully
there was only one minor
injury. Syracuse.com also
reported that a 13-year-old
boy started the incident
when he was playing with
the freight car. The car
broke loose, which set off a
chain reaction accident. The

“The inside of the building was chaos,” Penny, an
employee at the station, said.
“When that train hit, they
did have customers waiting
out there toward the other
side of the track. When that
train started coming, there
was screaming, there was
yelling, people crying, and
people running. It happened
fast and everybody was
running.”

By Daniel Baldwin

Now...

U-PULL-IT
PARTS
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$
U-PULL HOURS:
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Sat. 8 to 4

Mon.- Fri. 8 to 4
Sat. 8 to 11:30

RUBICON RECYCLING
7895 Tannery Rd., Rome, NY
DMV#7115034

315-337-2233

This train station is still
open and operational.
Many passengers are still
getting their tickets, at the
front gates of the station,
and hopping aboard every
train that stops there.
3JGSYVWIWXEXMSRSJ½GMEPW
are going to have to spend
a ton of dollars in new
windows and get help from
the construction crew, but
the station only sustained
minor damage. The station’s
stairway, which is very small
and narrow in size, was the
only part of the station that
was heavily damaged. The
front entrance and waiting
area, which makes up more
than half the building’s space,
are still in tact.
Many residents said that
this wreck was chaotic for
both the passengers and
employees, but others, like
Utica resident and station
employee Dave Barnes, said
that they were hardly aware
that this incident occurred.
“I didn’t hear any noise on
that day,” Barnes said “The
wreck was very far. I wasn’t
aware of it until I got a text
from a friend in Syracuse
that told me about it.”
Construction workers are
still cleaning up the aftermath of this incident. The
train and freight car were
left unattended for two
[IIOWFYXXLI][IVI½REPP]
removed from the building
on Aug. 3. The antique
train always stood near the

Boulevard Trailers, Inc.

Model 100R

1,195

$
$

315-736-5851

boulevardtrailers.com

2 Oriskany Boulevard, Whitesboro, NY 13492

building, and it was used as
an historic landmark for this
station. But after its long
stand, this train is now heavily damaged and gone.
“We’re familiar with this
train,” Penny said again. “It’s
an antique train that sits
out there every day. I know
friends who took their wedding pictures in this general
area (behind the train). It’s
sad that it is no longer
there.”
The Federal Railroad Administration (FDA) investigated this incident and said,
to Usnews.com,“no indications that the train crew that
delivered the train car to the
private company violated
any federal securement regulations in this incident.”
Although, Oneida County
executive Anthony Picente Jr.
said, to Usnews.com, that he
was astounded by the FDA’s
conclusion statements.
±8LIVI[EWWMKRM½GERX
danger to our citizens,” he
WEMH±ERHXLIVIMWWMKRM½GERX
damage to our train station,
and someone is responsible
and it isn’t the taxpayers of
Oneida County.” T

Did you
know?
Private sellers may know that
the amount of mileage on their
vehicles will go a long way
toward determining their asking
price, but they may not know
that certain mileage milestones
can affect how prospective buyers view their automobiles. For
example, savvy buyers know
that manufacturer warranties
tend to expire after three years
or 36,000 miles, whichever
GSQIW½VWX8LEXQE]QEOIE
vehicle less attractive to buyers
or inspire buyers to ask that the
price of an extended warranty
be deducted from the asking
price of the vehicle. Another
important mileage marker to
consider is the 60,000-mile
marker. Upon reaching 60,000
miles, many vehicles need
certain upgrades, including new
brakes. Sellers who wish to
unload their preowned vehicle
as quickly as possible may want
to make these upgrades prior
to selling their vehicles and
showcase the service records
to prospective buyers. If not,
WIPPIVWWLSYPHFI¾I\MFPI[MXL
their asking price, as buyers are
PMOIP]XSORS[XLEXWMKRM½GERX
maintenance could be just
around the corner for a vehicle
that has exceeded the 60,000
mile mark. T

EDITOR

SUMMER CAMP
J. Scharf

Lonely and deserted
Cabins and bunkers sit
By lofty pines, quiet waters
Windows yet unlit.
Eager and energetic
Staff comes one by one
,EQQIV E REMP W[IIT E ¾SSV
Summer camp has begun.
Quick and cheerful
With many plans to make
Grass is mowed, benches painted
Dock put in the lake.
Breezy and sunny
Arrives registration day
Staff wearing green shirts
Campers on the way.
Smiling but anxious
Are looks on campers’ faces
As they meet their counselors
%RHWXEVXXS½RHXLIMVTPEGIW
Vigorous and enthusiastic
Activities begin meeting
Swimming, hiking, arts and crafts
The camp’s heart is now beating.
Swiftly so swiftly
The summer days are going
Camp-outs, awards and dances
7MRKMRK¾EKTSPIVS[MRK
Surely and quietly
Camp draws to a close
Its lifeblood slowly ebbing
As the last young camper goes.
Serene and now silent
Once again the camp is still
Containing only memories
Of echoes from the hill.
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6F?R6MSJB8MSP,MRFCP2?W
Banning Books in 2015
By S.D. Shapiro

In the fast paced
21st century we’ve
traded common sense
for
the ability to quickly
look up information
on the internet.
We’ve forgotten our
manners and civility.
How do we get back
to our roots?
Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .
Can you believe that they
are still banning books in
the year of our lord 2015,
AD? Here in America,
land of the free, home of
the brave, possessor of the
First Amendment, freedom
of speech, authorities and
groups are banning books.
Some of the books that are
regularly banned include a
veritable list of classics;The
Great Gatsby, by F. Scott
Fitzgerald,The Catcher in
the Rye, by J.D. Salinger,
The Grapes of Wrath, by
John Steinbeck,To Kill a
Mockingbird, by Harper
Lee,The Color Purple, by
Alice Walker, Ulysses, by
James Joyce, Beloved, by
Toni Morrison,The Lord of
the Flies, by William Golding,
1984, by George Orwell,
Lolita, by Vladmir Nabokov,
Of Mice and Men, by John
Steinbeck, Catch-22, by
Joseph Heller, and more. It
is practically a high school
English class reading list. It
is also ironic that 1984 is on
the list.

In the classic Kevin Costner
baseball movie, Field of
Dreams, Ray Kinsella’s wife
Annie said,“They’re talking
about banning books again!
Really subversive books, like
“The Wizard of Oz”... “The
Diary of Anne Frank”…”
This is literally a line out of
Hollywood but surprisingly
it is more real than you can
imagine.
1986 saw one of the
most publicized cases
against the banning of the
Wizard of Oz. A group of
Fundamentalist Christian
JEQMPMIWJVSQ8IRRIWWII½PIH
a lawsuit against their school
to have the novel removed
from use in the school.
They claimed,“The novel’s
depiction of benevolent
witches and promoting the
belief that essential human
attributes were ‘individually
developed rather than God
given’”.They argued that all
witches are bad, therefore it
is “theologically impossible”
for good witches to exist.
So, in summary, they were
opposed to the character
Glinda the GOOD witch.
One of the parents stated,
“I do not want my children
seduced into godless
supernaturalism”, arguing
that the books promoted
self-reliance rather than
dependency on God to
provide salvation.” The
judge hearing the case
decided that children
whose families objected
to Dorothy,Toto, and the
Tin Man could be excused
from lessons that included
the novel. The families
appealed the outcome to
the United States Supreme
Court, (thankfully) SCOTUS

refused to hear the case.
The Internet for all its
bad aspects is a safe haven
for banned books. You
GER½RHRIEVP]ER]XLMRK
you are looking for (and
some things that you are
not) on the World Wide
Web. The scary thing about
banning books in the high
tech world we live in is
the inevitable evolution of
censorship. In the digital
age why ban a book when
you can just delete offensive
content. Taboo topics are
gone simply by highlighting
and deleting. If you do not
like something just hack
the system and change it.
Huckleberry Finn’s rafting
partner could become
“Robot” Jim or have his
name changed altogether.
If you think this scenario is
WGMIRGI½GXMSRXLIRKYIWW
again. It has happened with
movies already. Steven
Spielberg edited out toy
guns from his classic movie
E.T. and replaced them with
sticks. George Lucas edited
Star Wars so that Han Solo
shot second in the famous
cantina scene when the
series was released on DVD.
How soon before your
favorite books are “edited?”
Would you even notice?
Banning books is like trying
to unthink an idea. Once
you add a book to a list of
other banned books it only
increases the desire of the
public to read it. With the
MRXIVRIX½RHMRKFERRIH
books is a click away.
When it comes down
to banning books and
censorship in modern
times the instant
KVEXM½GEXMSRSJ
our technological
era is actually a
FIRI½GMEPXSSP =SY
can download
banned books
and start reading
them almost
instantaneously.
Stop and think,
“What would
my mother say?”
She would say,
“The more you
read, the more
you know.
Read a book
today.” T
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Village Crossing on the Green
-en vogue fashions with great customer service

By Al Dorantes
The Village Crossing on
the Green is located at 11
West Park Row, in Clinton,
New York on the village’s
historic village green. Joyce
Polanowicz bought the small,
women’s boutique when it
was in New Hartford (Genesee Street) in 2008. Joyce
Polanowicz explained that
she was driving home from
work as a nursing inservice instructor on a Friday
afternoon when she noticed
a HUGE “Retirement Sale”
sign in the window of her
favorite store, The Village
Crossing in New Hartford.
She made a quick u-turn
ERH[IRXFEGOXS½RHSYX
what was going on. She
shopped there for what
she thought was the last
time, chatted with owners,
and then went to meet her
husband for dinner. Joyce
talked incessantly about
her favorite store closing.
In his desperation to quiet
her down, her husband
suggested,“Did you ever
think about buying it?” The
wheels were turning. The
RI\XHE].S]GILEHLIV½VWX
conversation about the purchase of the store with the
owners.The biggest obstacle
at the time was the fact
that their store space was
already rented out. After a
thorough search of New
Hartford nothing appropriate turned up. Joyce’s next
thought was Clinton and
amazingly there was a space
available on West Park Row.
She had found her spot.
After a great deal of cleaning, painting, and hard work
the space was ready. Joyce
took a crash course in retail
with help from the previous
owners and the new “Village
Crossing on the Green” was
born. The Village Crossing
opened in its current location March 2009.
The Village Crossing caters
to customers of all ages but
they have found themselves
a niche. Joyce explained,
“There are very few places
like this in the area. We
cater to a 30+ demographic who want to look nice
and trendy but don’t want
to look like a teenager or
frumpy.” The Village Crossing carries clothing, accessories,“Clinton wear” - anything with a big C on it, and
more. The style and trends
of the area lean toward

customers from Clinton, Utica, Rome, Syracuse, Cooperstown, Dolgeville, and more.
One of the Village Crossing’s keys to success is customer service. Customer
service starts with honesty.
Joyce said,“You could tell
everybody that everything
looks great but that won’t
keep customers coming
back.”
Pat Krueger, the Village
Crossing’s part time employee of about 4 years, said,
“Most customers are great.
I’ve met people and made
friends and got to know
other shop owners.”
Currently the Village Cross-

Joyce Polanowicz, owner of the Village Crossing on the Green, Clinton
poses on the green with her college student model, Elisa Marchione who
attends the University of North Carolina, to show us just a couple of the
great fall outfits available at the shop!
comfort and trendy and the
Village Crossing’s moderate
to high moderate prices can
accommodate almost any
budget. The Village Crossing carries a great deal of
natural fabrics; cotton, linen,
organic hemp.
The Village Crossing
spotlights local and made in
the USA products. The en
vogue fashions at the shop
are 60-75% made in USA
(depending on the season).
It is refreshing to see so
many local and made in the
USA styles under one roof.
.S]GI4SPERS[MG^MWE½VQ
believer in the 3/50 project.
The 3/50 Project’s purpose
is retaining locally owned,
independent businesses.
“Saving the Brick and
Mortars Our Nation is Built
On,” is their tag line. The
3/50 Project asks shoppers
to think of three businesses
they would miss if they disappeared and then go back
to them keeping in mind
that money spent there is
what keeps the doors open.
The number 50 correlates
to the fact that if just half
the employed U.S. population dedicated $50 of their
current monthly spending to
locally owned, independent
businesses, then more than
$42.6 billion of revenue
would be generated annually.
For every $100 spent in
local, independent, brick and
mortar businesses, more

than $68 returns to the
local economy; when spent
in a big box or chain, the
amount drops to only $43.
If you spend your money
online then nothing comes
home. For more info on the
3/50 project go to: www.
the350project.net
One way Joyce keeps
things local at the Village
Crossing is with handmade
jewelry by local artists; Kissing Dog Designs,Whirled
Peas and Beads, Kaia Green,
MY Designs, and others.
She said,“It’s important to
support local; small business,
small villages, county, state,
and even the country. Buying local supports local.”
Joyce also said,“I wear
what I sell.” Naturally, Joyce’s
closet is full of items from
the Village Crossing. She
explained that once a year
they have “Joyce’s closet
sale.” They send out emails
and when the sale is complete a donation is made to
a charity. This year it was
Abraham House
The Village Crossing has a
second space in Hamilton,
New York in the Evergreen
Gallery. The secondary
space has brought many
new customers to the
shop on the on the green
in Clinton. Customers
who have discovered the
contemporary fashion in
Hamilton have joined trendy

ing sends out an electronic
notice once a week to their
customer list. This dispatch
alerts customers to what is
new and what is happening
at the shop. Right now fall
styles are pouring in the
door. Joyce points out that
her styles look great on a
wide age group of women.
The cover photo features
Joyce with Elisa Marchione,
who attends University of
North Carolina. Great style
is ageless!
In the coming months The
Village Crossing will unveil
a new, interactive website
to keep up with the times.
Customers will be able to
order their favorite fashions
with ease; one click or tap

of their screen. Joyce said,
“In order to be competitive
and to survive you have
to evolve. I mail order to
people anyway so this is a
logical step.”
If you’re looking for something unique, stylish, and
trendy, the Village Crossing
is for you.“Running the
Village Crossing has been a
growing experience,” Joyce
said. “I have always hated
public speaking but it seems
I’m getting used to it.” Let
Joyce help your closet grow.
For more information go to:
www.thevillagecrossing.com
or follow them on Facebook:
The Village Crossing. T
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Success is the best revenge
-the right teacher can make all the difference
By Joseph Parzych
1]½VWXXLVII]IEVWSJ
KVEQQEVWGLSSPGSYPHSRP]
FIXIVQIHEW±LIEZIRP]²
3YVXIEGLIV[EWE]SYRK
[SQER°EKMVPEGXYEPP]
WMRGIWLI[EWWXMPPEXIIREKIV
[LIRWLIFIKERXIEGLMRK
(YVMRKXLI+VIEX(ITVIWWMSRWXYHIRXWEX1EWWEGLYWIXXW7XEXI8IEGLIVW´'SPPIKIW[IVIEPPS[IHXSXIEGL
KVEQQEVWGLSSPWXYHIRXWEW
MRXIVRWMRPMIYSJGPEWWIW3YV
1MWW4EKSHEOITXENSYVREP
ERHVITSVXIHMRTIVWSRXS
*MXGLFYVK7XEXI8IEGLIVW
'SPPIKISRIEJXIVRSSRE
QSRXL7LIPIJXXLIIRXMVI
IMKLXKVEHIWYREXXIRHIH
±3RSYVLSRSV²XLI[LSPI
EJXIVRSSR;IWEXUYMIXIV
XLERQMGIYRXMPXLIIRHSJ
XLIWGLSSPHE][LIR[I
PIJXPSGOIHXLIHSSVFILMRH
YWERH[IRXLSQI
7MRGI-WTSOISRP]4SPMWL
EXLSQI)RKPMWLMWEWIGSRH
PERKYEKIJSVQI*SVXYREXIP]SYVXIEGLIV&PERGL
4SKSHE[EWSJ4SPMWL
LIVMXEKIERHWYTTPMIHXLI
)RKPMWLXVERWPEXMSRWSJQ]
4SPMWL[SVHW7LIWXM¾IH
XLIPEYKLXIVERHVMHMGYPI F]
TVEMWMRKFMPMRKYEPMWQ-UYMGOP]
GEYKLXSRERH[EWWSSR
WTIEOMRK)RKPMWLEW[IPPEW
Q]GPEWWQEXIW-X[EWR´XPSRK
FIJSVI1MWW4SKSHEEWWMKRIH
QIXSLIPTXLIZIV]KMVP
[LS´HNIIVIHEXQIXLI
PSYHIWX9RJSVXYREXIP]EJXIV
XLVII[SRHIVJYP]IEVW1MWW
4SKSHEFIGEQIIRKEKIH
XSQEVV](YVMRKXLI+VIEX
(ITVIWWMSRQEVVMIH[SQIR
[IVIRSXEPPS[IHXSXIEGL
&IJSVIWLIPIJX1MWW4SKSHE
WTSOI[MXLQIXSXIPPQI
XLEX-´HHSRIWS[IPPWLI[EW
PIEZMRK[SVHJSVXLIRI[
XIEGLIVXSPIXQIWOMTXLI
JSYVXLKVEHI;LIR1MWW
6ERHEPPEVVMZIHWLIWEMH
±=SYXLMRO]SY´VITVIXX]
KSSHHSR´X]SY#;IPP[LIR
-KIXHSRI[MXL]SY]SY´PPFI
PYGO]XSTEWWXLIKVEHI]SY
[IVIWYTTSWIHXSWOMT²
7LI[EWEFWSPYXIP]VMKLX
1]FVEMRXYVRIHXSQYWL
7GLSSP[LMGL[EWSRGIE
HIPMKLX[EWRS[ERMKLXQEVI3RIHE][LIR-
KPERGIHSYXXLI[MRHS[EX
EJEVQIV[LSWIXVEGXSVKSX
WXYGOMRXLIQYHQEOMRKE
XIVVMFPIVEGOIXWLI[LEGOIH
Q]ORYGOPIWRYQF[MXLE
QIXEPIHKIHVYPIV-[EWQMWIVEFPIXLEX]IEVERHKSX(´W
ERH*´W[LIR-´HTVIZMSYWP]
VIGIMZIH%´W-FIKERXS[IX
XLIFIHEXRMKLXRSQEXXIV

SJKSMRKXS1X,IVQSRE
TVMZEXIFSEVHMRKWGLSSPXLEX
EPPS[IHXS[RVIWMHIRXWXS
EXXIRHSREWGLSPEVWLMTSJ
WSVXWXYMXMSRJVIIEWHE]WXYHIRXWTVSZMHIHXLIWGLSSP
EGGITXIHXLIQ
±=SY´VIRIZIVKSMRKXSKIX
EGGITXIHEX1X,IVQSR
[MXL]SYVKVEHIW²XLIXIEGLIVWEMH8LIFYPPMIWLIEVH
LIVERHFIKERXEYRXMRK
QIEFSYXQ]KSEPSJKSMRK
XS1X,IVQSR8LI]EPWS
KERKIHYTSRQIEKEMR8LI
XIEGLIVWXSSHEXXLI[MRHS[HYVMRKVIGIWW[EXGLMRK
XLIQLSPHQIHS[R[LMPI
XLI]WTMXMRQ]QSYXL
LS[SJXIR-KSXYTEXRMKLX
1]JEXLIVXIEWIHQIWE]MRK
±-WIIXLIWOYROZMWMXIH
EKEMRPEWXRMKLX²
-TEWWIHMRXSJSYVXLKVEHI
±SRXVMEP²ERHFIKERWXYH]MRK
EFSSOSJLYQSVXLEXMPPYWXVEXIHZEVMSYW[E]WXSGSQQMXWYMGMHIRSXVIEPM^MRKMX
[EWMRXIRHIHXSFILYQSVSYW;LEXWEZIHQIJVSQ
EXXIQTXMRKXSIRHQ]QMWIV][EWFIMRKXVERWJIVVIHXS
ERSXLIVWGLSSP8LIWGLSSP
GSQQMXXIILEHWTPMXYTXLI
XS[R´WJSYVWGLSSPWWSXLEX
IEGLWGLSSPXEYKLXSRP]
X[SKVEHIWIREFPMRKQIXS
IWGETI1MWW6ERHEPP
1MWW5YIRXMPPMSEZMZEGMSYW
VIHLIEHEXXLIRI[WGLSSP
WTSOI[MXLQITVMZEXIP]
EFSYXQ]WYHHIRHVST
MRKVEHIWERHWEMHWLI´H
LIPTQIKIXFEGOSRXVEGO
7LI[EWWSOMRHERHKSSH
REXYVIHXLEX-[EWWSSR
KIXXMRK%´WEKEMR3RIHE]
WLITVEMWIHQIJSVXLI
MQTVSZIQIRX-´HQEHIMR
JVSRXSJXLIIRXMVIGPEWW8LI
SXLIVFS]W[LS[IVISPHIV
ERHFMKKIVFIKERKERKMRKYT
SRQIGEPPMRKQI±XIEGLIV´W
TIX² 8LI]´HORSGOQIXSXLI
KVSYRHLSPHQIXLIVIXMGOPI
QIYRXMP-´HSTIRQ]QSYXL
XLIRWTMXMRMX8LI]´HXEOISJJ
Q]TERXWERHKMZIXLIQXS
EKMVPXSVIXYVRXSQI-PSWX
EJVSRXXSSXLJVSQSRISJ
XLIFIEXMRKWFYX-RIZIVXSPH
1MWW5YIRXMPPMSLS[MXLEH
LETTIRIHSVXEXXPIHSRXLI
FYPPMIWMRER][E]
8LIJSPPS[MRK]IEV-[EW
XVERWJIVVIHXSERSXLIV
WGLSSPJSVXLIWM\XLERH
WIZIRXLKVEHIW %RH[LS
WLSYPHXLIXIEGLIVFI FYX
Q]SPHRIQIWMW1MWW6ERHEPP
[LSIEVPMIVLEHQEHIQ]
PMJIEPMZMRKLIPP1]QEVOW
XSSOERSWIHMZIEKEMR7LI
XEYRXIHQIEFSYXQ]LSTIW

3RIHE]-LMHMRXLIFEWIQIRXHYVMRKRSSRLSYV1MWW
6ERHEPPGEQIPSSOMRKJSVQI
;LIR-XSPHLIVWLIORI[
[L]-[EWLMHMRKWLIHMHR´X
HIR]MX
±=SYRIIHXSPIEVRXS½KLX
]SYVS[RFEXXPIW²WLIWEMH
7LIWIRXQISYXWMHIXLIR
XSSOLIVTPEGIEXXLI[MRHS[XS[EXGLXLIQE]LIQ
%WWSSREW-WXITTIHSYX
XLIHSSV&YIPPSRISJQ]
XSVQIRXSVW[EWXLI½VWX
XSWTSXQI 8[MGIQ]WM^I
&YIPPWXSSHEXXLIIHKISJE
WXIITIQFEROQIRXGSZIVIH
[MXLWLEVTFVYWLWXYFFPI
±,I]KY]WLIVILIMW²
&MK&YIPPERRSYRGIHERH
WXITTIHJSV[EVHXSKVEFQI
-JIPXEFPMRHVEKIGSQISZIV
QI %HVIREPMRKEZIQIE
JIIPMRKSJJIVSGMSYWWXVIRKXL
-ORI[RSJIEV-WSGOIH&YIPP
EWLEVHEW-GSYPH&MK&YIPP
PSWXLMWFEPERGIXSTTPIH
SZIVXLIFEROERHVSPPIH
HS[RXLILMPPPMOIEFEVVIP
8LIWLEVTWXYFFPIXSVI
YRQIVGMJYPP]EXLMWGPSXLIW
ERHJEGI;LIRLIKSXXS
XLIFSXXSQSJXLILMPPLI
PSSOIHPMOIEXMKIVLEHEXXEGOIHLMQ8LISXLIVFYPPMIW
GEQIVYRRMRKXS[EVHQI-
WTVMRXIHXSQIIXXLIQ&MK
.SLRXLI½VWXXSEVVMZI[EW
SPHIVERHXLIQSWXQYWGYPEV
,IPMOIHXSFVEKEFSYXFIMRK
SZIVWM\JIIXXEPP-ORI[-
[EWRSTL]WMGEPQEXGLJSV
LMQWS-OMGOIHLMQMREZMXEP
EVIE,IJIPPXSXLIKVSYRH
LS[PMRKERH[VMXLMRKMRTEMR
GPYXGLMRKLMWKVSMR+ISVKI
XLIFYPP][LS´HIEVPMIV
TYRGLIHSYXQ]JVSRXXSSXL
GEQIVYRRMRKXSXLIVIWGYI
-KSXLMQMREGLSOILSPH
XMKLXIRMRKMXYRXMPLIGSYPH
RSPSRKIVXEPOERHFEVIP]
FVIEXLI:IVRSRXLIJSYVXL
FYPP]EREVVSKERXTVIXX]
FS]WXSTTIHMRLMWXVEGOW
,I[EXGLIHJSVEQSQIRX
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Signs a tutor might be necessary
School is not always easy, and some students struggle as
they transition from grade to grade. As students get older,
WSQI[LSQE]LEZII\TIVMIRGIHWQSSXLWEMPMRKEW]SYRKWXIVWQE]½RHXLI]RIIHWSQII\XVELIPTKVEWTMRKXLI
material as coursework becomes more complicated.
8LSWI[LSRIIHWSQII\XVEGPEVM½GEXMSRERHVIMRJSVGIQIRXQE]½VWXXYVRXSXLIMVTEVIRXW&YXTEVIRXWQE]RSXFI
JEQMPMEV[MXLGIVXEMRWYFNIGXWSVGETEFPISJI\TPEMRMRKGIVXEMR
GSRGITXWMRXIVQWOMHWGERYRHIVWXERH-RWYGLWMXYEXMSRW
XYXSVWGERTVSZIXSFIZEPYEFPIVIWSYVGIWXSKIXOMHWFEGO
on the right academic track.
3RISRSRIEXXIRXMSRJVSQEXYXSVGERFIRI½XEPPX]TIW
SJPIEVRIVW7XYHIRXW[LSHMWGSZIVRI[JSYRHWYGGIWWYRHIV
XLIKYMHERGISJEXYXSVQE]LEZIQSVIWIPJGSR½HIRGIMR
the classroom. Parents wondering if a tutor can help their
children may want to consider the following indicators that
students may need tutors.
• Consistently falling grades:Tutors may be necessary for
students whose grades are gradually on the decline. First
WTIEO[MXL]SYVGLMPH´WXIEGLIVW[LSQE]VIGSQQIRH
XYXSVWXLEXWTIGMEPM^IMRGIVXEMRWYFNIGXW
• Confusion in and out of the classroom: Some kids struggle to grasp certain concepts, and such confusion can someXMQIWFIVIQIHMIH[MXLXLIOMRHSJMRXIRWIWXYH]EZEMPEFPIMR
tutoring sessions.
0S[GSR½HIRGI7SQIOMHW´GSR½HIRGI[ERIW[LIR
XLIMVKVEHIWWYJJIV/MHW[LSWIKVEHIWLEZIFIIRSRXLI
HIGPMRIQE]JIIPEWIRWISJHIJIEXIZIRFIJSVIXLI]XEOI
a test or work on an assignment.Tutors can help restore
GSR½HIRGIF]GVIEXMRKWQEPPZMGXSVMIWXLEXWPS[P]FYMPHYTXS
larger successes.
-RHMJJIVIRGIXSGSYVWI[SVO2SWXYHIRX[MPPFIGETXMZEXIHF]IZIV]WYFNIGXLISVWLIWXYHMIWFYXXLIVIWLSYPHFI
WSQIWYFNIGXWXLEXWXYHIRXW½RHIRKEKMRK7XYHIRXWFEXXPMRK
MRHMJJIVIRGIXS[EVHXLIMVGSYVWI[SVOQE]FIRI½XJVSQE
H]REQMGXYXSV[LSGERTVIWIRXWYFNIGXQEXXIVMRRI[[E]W
ERHVIZMZIWXYHIRXW´MRXIVIWX

Tutors can fill voids and help students get back on a successful track.
Students who are struggling in the classroom may need
some extra help outside the classroom, and many tutors
EVIEHITXEXVIZMZMRKMRXIVIWXMRWYFNIGXWOMHWEVIWXYH]MRKEX
school. Some teachers may recommend certain tutors, while
SXLIVWQE]HSWSQIXYXSVMRK[SVOXLIQWIPZIW T

Revenge from previous___________________________________
before running away to hide. Miss
Randall passed him on her way out of
the school. She was yelling,“Stop! Stop!
7XST½KLXMRKXLMWMRWXERX=SY´VIKSMRK
XSOMPPLMQ7XST½KLXMRK-WE]²

YTEKEMR²

-]IPPIHFEGOEXLIV±=SYXSPHQI
XSKSSYXERH½KLXQ]S[RFEXXPIW
ERH-´QHSMRKNYWX[LEX]SYXSPHQI
XSHS²&]XLIR+ISVKI[EWQEOMRK
LSEVWIKEVKPMRKWSYRHW-PIXLMQJEPP
to the ground where he lay gasping.
The teacher kept her distance from me
with a look of fear in her eyes.

-[EWPEXIEJXIVLEZMRKXS[EPOXLI
four miles to our farm. My father was
JYVMSYWXLEX-´HFIIROITXEJXIVWGLSSP
IWTIGMEPP]WMRGI-LEHGLSVIWXSHS
on our farm. He reminded me that
[LIRIZIV-KSXTYRMWLIHEXWGLSSP
LI´HTYRMWLQIIZIRQSVIEXLSQI
and he proceeded to try to hit me,
FYX-FPSGOIHIZIV]FPS[-XSPHLMQ
LI[EWR´XKSMRKXSFIEXQIER]QSVI
FIGEYWI-[EWEPPHSRIPIXXMRKER]SRI
beat me.

Miss Randall kept me after school,
WSXLEX-QMWWIHXLIWGLSSPFYWVMHI
LSQI7LI[EVRIHXLEXWLI´HWIRXE
RSXILSQIXS&YIPP´WQSXLIVXIPPMRK
LIVLS[-´HFIEXYT&YIPPERHXSVRLMW
GPSXLIW&YIPP´WQSXLIVEVVMZIHWLSVXP]
She turned out to be a kindly person.
She smiled and said she was surprised
XSWIILS[QYGLWQEPPIV-[EWXLER
&YIPP7LIXSSOEHSRYXSYXSJLIV
purse, as if to calm this wild creature
before her, saying with a smile,“So
]SY´VIXLISRI[LSFIEXYTQ]&YIPP#²
-XLEROIHLIVJSVXLIHSRYXERHXSPH
her what had been happening. Upon
hearing about the bullies ganging up on
me, spitting in my mouth, beating me
up, and knocking out a tooth, she said,
±-GIVXEMRP]XLMRO&YIPPLEHMXGSQMRKXS
LMQ-HSYFXLI´PPIZIVXV]FIEXMRK]SY

7LIQYWXLEZIWTSOIRXSLIVLYWband, who was on the school commitXII1MWW6ERHEPP´WXIEGLMRKGSRXVEGX
was not renewed.

Enraged, at being denied what he
considered his parental right, he took
me to a police station, to send me to
reform school as a stubborn child, for
[LMGL-UYEPM½IH&YXLI´HXEOIRQI
to the police station of another town,
since we only had a constable in our
XS[R[LSRIZIVEVVIWXIHER]SRIERH
HMHR´XIZIRS[REKYR8LIGLMIJPMIH
WE]MRK±8LI]HSR´XHSXLEXRSQSVI²
My father took me back home. He
treated me with more respect, after
XLEXERHRIZIVXVMIHXSFIEXQIEKEMR
8LIHE]EJXIVXLIQEWWEGVI[LIR-
came out onto the school playground,
&YIPPWTSXXIHQI,I]IPPIHXSLMWFYH-

HMIW±,I]+Y]WLIVILIMWLI´WGSQMRK
SYX±&YXQ]JSVQIVXSVQIRXIVW
WGEXXIVIHXYVRMRKEHIEJIEVXS&YIPP´W
EXXIQTXWXSVEPP]XLIQ-LSTTIHSRXS
&YIPP´WFEGOERHWXIIVIHLMQF]LMWIEVW
around the playground for a while. His
friends ignored his cries for help.They
had no stomach for messing with me,
EKEMR-LSTTIHSJJ½KYVMRK-LEHLYQMPMEXIHEPPSJXLIQIRSYKLERH-HMHR´X
want to fall into the same category as
Q]FYPPMIWIZIRXLSYKL&YIPP[EWQYGL
bigger than me.
At the end of the school year, Miss
6ERHEPPTEWWIHQI±SRXVMEP²XSXLI
eighth grade at yet another school. On
parting, she took pleasure in sneerMRKXLEX-´HRIZIVFIEHQMXXIHXS1X
Hermon. Fortunately, the eight grade
teacher was excellent. My marks went
FEGOYT-KSXSRXLILSRSVVSPPERH
was accepted at Mt Hermon. DeWTMXI&YIPP´WJEXLIVFIMRKEQIQFIVSJ
XLIJEGYPX]EX1X,IVQSR&YIPP[EW
VINIGXIH8LIFYPPMIWEPPHVSTTIHSYXSJ
school, and ended up working at dead
IRHNSFW8LI8[SKMVPW[LSFIJVMIRHIH
QIMRIMKLXLKVEHI&IXW]6MOIVXERH
Alice Tabor, were also accepted at Mt
,IVQSR´WWMWXIVWGLSSP2SVXL½IPH
7GLSSPJSV+MVPW;I[IVIXLISRP]
ones from our class to go to prep
school that year. All three of us went
on to earn college degrees.T
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Bushels of shoes

-be careful what you wish for
By Joseph Parzych
During the Great Depression, jobs were scarce and
even people who had jobs
were often laid off.There
was no such thing as unemployment compensation.
With a dozen kids still living
at home, money was scarce
in our family.When the soles
of our shoes wore through,
we put cardboard in them
to cover the holes, but the
cardboard soon wore out.
Water also soaked our feet.
The boys didn’t have it as
bad as the girls. Boy’s shoes
could be “tapped”, meaning
a new piece of leather could
be nailed onto the sole with
a tap-tapping of the cobbler’s little hammer. Girls and
women’s shoes were a different story.Their shoes had
a thinner sole and wouldn’t
hold a cobbler’s nail.
My father had a cobbler
friend who prospered
during these hard times. He
was a dandy who sported a
neatly trimmed moustache.
He always wore a bowler
hat and black suit, with a
[LMXIWLMVXERHXMIEW½XXMRK
his position in the community as a very successful
businessman. He kept his
shoes highly polished, and
when repairing shoes, took
off his suit-coat, but retained
his vest.To keep his white
shirtsleeves from getting

soiled, he wore black sleeve
protectors that reached
to his biceps. People could
not afford new shoes and
XLI]¾SGOIHXSLMWWLSTXS
have their worn-out shoes
repaired. He also attended
auctions of shoe stores, or
cobbler shops, that had gone
bankrupt. Often he bought
their stock and/or cobbler’s
tools. He sold my father a
cobbler’s metal stand with a
set of shoe lasts, and leather,
which my father used for
tapping the boys’ shoes—
those of whom hadn’t
run away from home.The
cobbler also sold my father
shoes at bargain prices
when he was successful at
auctions of shoe stores that
had gone out of business.
3JXLI½ZIFS]WMRSYV
combined families, soon,
only my younger brother
and I remained at home.
Our baby sister died, but
the surviving six girls lived
at home until their early
teens.We went barefooted
all summer. Our grammar
school teacher allowed boys
to come to school barefoot,
though she required us to
½VWX[EWLSYVJIIXMRXLI
brook running by the school.
It was not lady-like for girls
to go barefooted, but for
the guys; it was a mark of
toughness. In the fall, the
boys vied to see who could

The Mohawk Homestead
62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841

go barefooted the longest as
the days got colder.
One fall, when school was
about to begin, the girls’
shoes were in tough shape.
Two of my sisters had to
[EPORIEVP]½ZIQMPIWIEGL
way, to high school. Cardboard innersoles wouldn’t
last the distance. Upon
informing my father of their
dilemma, he made a trip to
his cobbler friend to see
if there were any shoes
available for the girls.To my
utter delight, my father took
me with him. I loved to hear
the cobbler’s profanity-laced
speech. He had profanity
HS[RXSE½RIEVXW[IEVMRKTVS½GMIRXP]MRWIZIVEP
languages.
When my father asked
the cobbler if he had any
shoes, the cobbler took us
MRXSEFEGOVSSQ½PPIH[MXL

cartons, all full of boxes of
new shoes.The cobbler
took out a pair of nice new
shoes and held them up.
They were both for the
right foot.There wasn’t a left
shoe in the lot. He’d bought
a load of salesman’s samples.
The cobbler reared back
like a baseball pitcher and
hurled the shoes against the
back wall with all his might,
cursing the salesman, the
salesman’s company, and the
mother who bore him.The
cobbler later went to the
shoe company to complain.
He created such a ruckus
with his creative cursing that
they gave him his money
back in order to get rid of
him, and they let him keep
the shoes.The next time my
father visited the cobbler, he
didn’t take me with him, perLETW½KYVMRK-HMHR´XRIIHXS
learn any more curse words.
My father came back home,
speeding down the dirt road
to our farm, skidding to a
halt in a cloud of dust. He
was jubilant.The car was
crammed to the roof with
bushels of shoes. He even
had bushels of shoes stacked
high in the front passenger
seat. He was smiling from
ear to ear as he told the
girls he had purchased a 100
year supply of new shoes,
that they would never, never
again, be without new shoes.

The girls were overjoyed.
That is, until he opened a
box to pull out a pair of high
heeled green shoes that
laced up to the knee in an
ancient style. Others shoes
were of purple, brown and
black.The girls looked like
they wanted to die right
there in their old worn-out
shoes.
Later, my sister Emmy,
picked out a pair of brown
shoes with Cuban heels. She
cut off the tops in an effort
to make them look like normal shoes.With tears in her
eyes, she used shoe polish
XSXV]XS½\XLIVE[IHKIW
of the cut down shoes.
My sister, Gladys, who had
an excellent imagination,
picked out a pair of startling purple shoes with the
highest heels in the lot. On
opening day at school, she
strutted in, proclaiming that
her shoes were of the latest
style.When the other girls
asked where they, too, could
buy a pair, Gladys said the
shoes were a scarce item
because of demand, but that
she could obtain a pair for
them. She took their deposit
and after waiting a few
days, while the shoes were
supposedly in shipment,
she delivered them, never
revealing that there were
shoes stacked to the ceiling
in a shed attached to our

barn.
Our teacher, bless her soul,
never complained about the
girls smartly tapping about
the schoolroom in their
height of fashion high heeled
shoes, laced up to their
knees. And when one of my
sisters’ classmates came to
our house wearing a pair
of the knee-high shoes, my
father beamed in self-satisfaction at the recognition
SJLMW½RIXEWXIMR[SQIR´W
fashions.
My sister, Bess, scuffed her
shoes all the way to high
school until the sole of one
shoe began to pull loose at
the tip. She was able to pry
the sole loose in an effort to
convince my father that the
shoes were of poor quality,
and that he needed to buy
her a pair of shoes at a shoe
store. But he told her to go
out to the shed and simply
select a new pair, since Lord
knew, there were plenty
more to choose from.
There was still a lifetime
supply of shoes in the shed
attached to the barn, when
XLIFEVRGEYKLX½VI8LI
barn burned to the ground
along with the shed, shoes
and all. I’m sure the girls had
RSXLMRKXSHS[MXLXLI½VI
but they didn’t shed any
tears at the lifetime of shoes
KSMRKYTMR¾EQIWMRER
assortment of colors. T

How to manage student loan debt
Thanks to student loans and other
½RERGMRKSTXMSRWEGSPPIKIIHYGEXMSR
has become much more attainable for a
wider array of students.
Just like any other form of credit, a
student loan is usually easy to spend
but not as easily repaid. Add to that the
fact that most educational loans do not
require payment until after graduation,
it could seem to a student that he or
she is attending classes with no strings
attached. Some students also use loans
XS½RERGIXLIMVPMZMRKEVVERKIQIRXWERH
pay for their book, making it easy for
loans to add up quickly.
Another potential pitfall of borrowing
XS½RERGI]SYVIHYGEXMSRMWXLIYRGIVtainty many people have with regard to
the terms of their loans. Many people
sign on the dotted line of their lending
agreements without ever reading the
½RITVMRX[LMGLQE]HMGXEXIVITE]QIRX
terms and interest rates.
The following are a few ways to avoid
½RERGMEPWXVYKKPIWXLEXWXIQJVSQWXYdent loans.
• Learn your loans. Learning the
XIVQWSJ]SYVPSERMWXLI½VWXWXITXS
avoiding delinquency or default.Take
the time to fully understand the type of

loan you are receiving as well as when
repayment begins and how much your
monthly payments will be. Loans may
be backed by private lenders, but many
student loans are issued through federal
government programs. Each type of
loan has its own set of regulations. It’s
also important that you understand
the details of loan forgiveness and what
happens should you miss a payment.
• Familiarize yourself with the loan
repayment schedule. Every student
loan comes with a grace period, or the
time between when you graduate and
[LIRXLI½VWXTE]QIRXQYWXFIQEHI
Grace periods typically range between
six & nine months for federal loans,
while privately issued loans may have a
different grace period. If you have yet
to secure steady employment when
]SYV½VWXTE]QIRXGSQIWHYIGSRXEGX
your lender to see if payments can be
deferred a little longer.
• Negotiate payment options. Some
lenders simply follow a standard formula for determining a repayment schedule, which typically lasts 10 years. If that
payment amount or schedule seems
unattainable, consider speaking with the
lender about changing your payments.

Repaying the loan over a longer period
of time will lower your monthly payments but result in you paying more
interest over the life of the loan.
-J]SY½RH]SYLEZII\XVEQSRI]SR
hand, make larger payments toward
the loan and ask that this money be
applied to the principal. Paying down
XLITVMRGMTEPGERWMKRM½GERXP]VIHYGI
the loan and reduce the interest you’re
paying as well.
• Choose an employer wisely. According to The Project on Student Debt,
some jobs offer loan forgiveness. After
10 years of qualifying payments for
TISTPIMRKSZIVRQIRXRSRTVS½XERH
other public service jobs, loans may be
written off.There are additional federal
loan forgiveness options available to
teachers, nurses, AmeriCorps and
PeaceCorps volunteers, and other professions, as well as some state, school,
and private programs.
• Don’t ignore problems. If you are
falling behind on your loan payments,
take action right away. An inability to
repay your student loan debt can cause
problems later in life, so don’t allow the
problem to snowball before you do
anything about it. T
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Ironing clothes in the good old days
-are wrinkles really THAT bad?
By Joseph Parzych
Before we had electricity
on our farm, my mother
ironed clothes with sad
irons.They were made
of cast iron. A detachable
handle was partly made
of wood to keep from
scorching the user’s hand. I
don’t know how they got
the name “sad iron”. Perhaps
it was because they didn’t
bring much happiness on
ironing day. My mother
had six or eight of the sad
irons that she juggled on
the stove, because they
lost heat rather rapidly. She
spent much of her ironing
day, plugging and unplugging the handle as she
exchanged irons. She tested
them, to see if they were
hot enough, by picking up
an iron with the detachable
LERHPI [IXXMRKE½RKIV
and quickly touching it to
the iron. Depending on
the amount of sizzle, she
could roughly gauge the
iron’s temperature. If the
iron was not hot enough,
she moved it to the hottest
part of the wood burning
kitchen stove. If too hot,
she moved it to the cooler
side. Ironing was largely a
matter of juggling the irons
to establish the right amount
of heat—enough to smooth
the wrinkles, but not so hot
that they’d burn the clothes.
One of the irons was a little
smaller and sporting an upturned point that rode over
VYJ¾IW-X[EWWIPHSQYWIH
and sat alone like a neglected orphan.
I gained a lot of insight
into ironing because I liked

hadn’t set the house or barn
SR½VI&]EHNYWXMRKXLIVIKulating valve, we got the iron
to eventually settle down. A
row of small beautifully blue
jets along the sides at the
bottom of the iron began
softly purring.

to wear pants with a sharp
crease. My mother and
sisters did not share my
enthusiasm. However, using
the irons to press my pants
and iron my own shirts
made me appreciate my
mother’s and sisters’ work of
ironing clothes.

gasoline, in the world, than
Socony high test.” D.O.
had once worked in far off
Washington D.C. as a chauffeur for the Ambassador
China, so I didn’t doubt his
worldly wisdom.

The iron’s instructions
recommended lighting the
iron outside to guard against
When my older brother
burning down the house.
John left home and began
working, he sent off to Sears There was a little round
6SIFYGOJSVEKEWSPMRI¾EX nickel plated gasoline tank,
the size of an apple, at the
iron. It promised effortrear of the iron.The tank
less freedom from ironing
was equipped with a little air
drudgery.We could hardly
pump to build up pressure
wait.When the iron came
to send gasoline to a row of
in the mail, it was cause for
holes along the edge of the
rejoicing.We quickly read
¾EXMVSR´WFEWI
the instruction manual. It
instructed the use of “white”
When we lit the iron, the
gasoline only.
¾EQIWGEQISR[MXLE
I rode my bike to D.O.
Paul’s general store to buy
gasoline.When I asked if it
was “white gasoline”, I ruf¾IH(3´WJIEXLIVW±0MWXIR
]SYRKQERXLIVI´WRS½RIV

“whoomp” that nearly lifted
my mother off her feet.The
entire iron became engulfed
MR]IPPS[¾EQIW1]QSXLIV
wrung her hands and looked
around to make sure we

A sizzle test also determined the temperature of
this iron, which we regulated
with a little knurled knob.
My mother was more than
a little nervous during attempts to use the iron. She
would open the valve too
much and the iron would
FIKMRXS¾EVIYTMR]IPPS[
¾EQIW,IVLERHWWLEOMRK
she’d stand back and reach
to hastily shut off the valve.
8LI¾EQIW[SYPHKSSYX
with a pop, which again,
nearly lifted her off her feet.
The instruction manual
cautioned against relighting
the iron until it had completely cooled off. While
we’d be out in the yard
waiting for the iron to cool
for relighting, my mother
would be in the house buildMRKE½VIMRXLI[SSHWXSZI
to heat the cumbersome,
but safe, sad irons which
were much easier on her
nerves.
(34EYP´W±½RIWXKEWSPMRI
in the world” eventually
plugged the jets on the iron
so that the it became unusable. During WWII, when
D.O. Paul came to the farm
collecting scrap for the war
effort, my mother hurled the
gasoline iron onto the truck
with an enthusiastic burst of
patriotism. T

Students seeking private music lessons have options
Time and again research has proven
XLIFIRI½XWSJQYWMGIHYGEXMSR'LMPdren who study music typically score
better on standardized testing and
exhibit improved language and reasoning skills, and music education helps
students with advanced mathematics
lessons by improving their spatial and
temporal reasoning. Involvement in
music and the arts can improve a
student’s SAT scores and make the
student well-rounded.
(IWTMXIXLIWIFIRI½XWQYWMGERHEVX
education is slowly disappearing from
the classroom. At many schools across
the nation, stages are dark and band
and chorus rooms are empty. Budget
cuts have been unkind to music education programs.To keep up with the
demand for technology in the classroom, certain school programs have
to be scaled back, and art and music

EVIKIRIVEPP]XLI½VWXXSKS8LMWPIEZIW
it up to parents to involve their kids in
music education.
Private lessons have long been a great
way for kids to learn music, and many
such music coaches are former music
teachers.With private lessons, kids get
XSFIRI½XJVSQ[SVOMRK[MXLGIVXM½IH
instructors, and parents are happy to
make music a part of their youngsters’
lives.The following are a handful of
[E]WTEVIRXWGER½RHTVMZEXIPIWWSRW
for their kids.
* Word of mouth: Begin by asking
neighbors or friends in the community if they know of any reliable music
teachers. Someone is bound to know a
person or have a connection to a music teacher. Speak with members of a
community music ensemble, such as a
church choir, or even amateur or professional musicians you see playing at a

“

The mediocre teacher tells.
The good teacher explains.
The superior teacher demonstrates.
The great teacher inspires.
~William Arthur Ward
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Survival tips for single working parents
Becoming a parent may
be the most important
responsibility an adult ever
faces, and that responsibility

is even greater for single
parents. Balancing work and
home life as a single parent
can seem like an endless jug-

gling act. But with a strong
support system and some
guidance, single parents can
handle the challenge.

Figure out which person or
people you can rely on to
have your back should you
need a few hours of alone
time or someone to pick
up a sick child while you are
in the middle of a business
meeting. Single parents often
feel a kinship with other
single parents, who may be
willing to pool their resources to help one another
when necessary.

The daily responsibilities of a single parent do
not differ from those of a
married couple, but single
parents tasked with playing
the roles of both mom and
dad may understandably
feel overwhelmed. Here are
some challenges and coping
mechanisms.
* Establish boundaries.
Work and home life are
both full-time responsibilities for single parents, and
the line between work and
family life often blurs for
single parents wondering
whether to put in more
LSYVWEXXLISJ½GISVPIEZI
to tend to a family matter.
8LEROWXSXLI½RERGMEPWXVEMR
of being a single parent, it’s
easy to put work before
family.While single parents
do their best to provide
½RERGMEPP]JSVXLIMVJEQMPMIW
such efforts should not
come at the expense of
being there for their kids
and providing them with
emotional support. Find a
balance that works for you

* Explore other assistance.
Single parents may be
eligible to enroll in certain
assistance programs to
make their lives a little more
manageable. For example,
single parents may qualify for
grants to return to school or
low-cost housing and supplemental food allowances
XSIEWIWSQISJXLI½RERGMEP
burden of raising a family on
their own. Explore programs
that may be available to you.

and do your best to stick to
your boundaries.Work time
and family time should be
clearly distinguished.

a phase. Let trivial matters
slide, as there may be more
important affairs that demand your attention.

* Pick your battles.You
probably will not be able
to micromanage every
detail of your home and
professional life, so recognize which things in life are
[SVXL½KLXMRKJSVERH[LMGL
things (kids’ hairstyles or
clothing choices) may just be

* Find your support system.
Many single parents juggle
their responsibilities without
much help from outside
their households, but many
also have a network of
friends or family members
on whom they can call if
they need reinforcements.

* Pay attention to your
needs. Single parents should
not overlook the importance of taking care of themselves.Though kids might be
your top priority, that does
not mean you should forgo
routine health screenings or
overlook the importance of
getting your rest.When the
juggling act gets especially
HMJ½GYPXERHWXVIWWJYPGVIEXI
some time to relax and
pamper yourself, which can
have a profound impact on
your mental and physical
well-being. T

“

“The difference between school and life? In school, you’re
taught a lesson and then given a test.
In life, you’re given a test that teaches you a lesson.”
- Tom Bodett

Music lessons from previous _________________
restaurant or bar.There’s a
good chance you can get a
referral.You may also have
a friend or neighbor who is
a talented musician and will
agree to offer lessons on
the side.
* Community music
programs: While schools
may not have music classes,
community centers offer
programs for both adults
and children. A community
arts center may offer instrument training and/or vocal
lessons, so look into such

organizations in your community. A community YMCA
or a similar organization also
may have after-school music
programs.
* Nearby colleges: Music
students at local colleges
may want to make extra
money by offering music
lessons.They may be able
either to meet at your home
or use the music room on
campus to conduct lessons.
2I[WTETIVGPEWWM½IHW
Tutors frequently advertise
their services in the news-

TETIV0SSOMRXLIGPEWWM½IH
section to see if anyone is
offering music lessons. Many
newspapers now offer their
GPEWWM½IHWFSXLSRPMRIERHMR
print, so utilize both options
to ensure your search is as
thorough as possible.
Music education is important, but those seeking
instruction may have to look
outside of school. Private
instructors are available to
help foster a love of the
arts and mold creative,
well-rounded children. T
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Unforgettable Meeting
By Joseph Parzych
When I was serving in the
U.S. Army of Occupation
of Japan in the 127th Para/
Glider Regiment of the 11th
Airborne Division, we were
stationed on Hokkaido, the
northern Island of Japan.We
traveled by rail to Sendai
Airport on the mainland, to
make a parachute jumps. I
was 17 years old.
Japanese railcars were
much smaller than American
railcars, with just one spoked
wheel at each corner of
the railcar, whereas American railcars have double
wheeled trucks of disc
wheels on much longer cars.
I was pulling KP duty in a
makeshift kitchen inside one
of those Japanese freight

cars.We had four gasoline
cooking stoves that were
about three feet wide, three
JIIXHIITERH½ZIJIIXXEPP
Fuel for the stoves was
stored in a 55 gallon drum.
;IVI½PPIHXLIWXSZIW´JYIP
tanks by tipping the drums
to splash gasoline into an
open container, to a pail,
and then into a gallon sized
open-topped can used to
funnel gasoline into the
WXSZIW´KEWXERO8LIVEMPGEVW
swayed back and forth, and
jostled over the bumpy railroad. Gasoline splashed on
XLI¾SSVWXERHMRKMRTYHHPIW
-´HSRGIWIIRLS[UYMGOP]
gasoline ignites, so I spoke
to a cook about the danger.
He reassured me that it was
perfectly safe.
±(SR´X[SVV]²LIWEMH

±8LIVI´WTPIRX]SJEMV
blowing in through these big
open doors on both sides of
the freight car to get rid of
XLIJYQIW²
After a few hours traveling
along the seacoast, we got
to a ferry landing where
we were to board a ferry
to cross 12 miles of sea
to reach the mainland. It
seemed impossible that they
would attempt to load the
railcar onto the ferry boat.
8LIXVEMRQSZIHFEGOERH
forth as the engineer cut the
kitchen car out of the train.
At long last, the locomotive
pushed the kitchen car along
XLIVEMPVSEHXVEGOXLEXXLI]´H
lined up with a set of train
tracks in a big opening on
the end of the ferry boat.
8LIWIEW[IVIYRIZIRERH

the ferry boat lurched up
and down, but after a lot of
yelling and hand waving, the
Japanese crew hooked the
rails together and the locomotive pushed the kitchen
car to the center of the ferV]FSEX8LIOMXGLIRGEV[EW
parked right above the ferV]´WWXIEQFSMPIV&IPS[XLI
KVEXIH¾SSV [IGSYPHWII
Japanese workmen shoveling
coal into the boilers, lighted
F]XLIFPE^MRK½VIXLEXQEHI
WXIEQJSVXLIJIVV]´WWXIEQ
engine.We soon felt heat
rising as headed out to sea.
8LIGSSOLEHXYVRIHSJJ
the stoves and ordered us
XSVI½PPXLIKEWXEROW;I
went through the messy job
of splashing gasoline from
the 55 gallon drums to the
large container, into a pail, to

XLIKEPPSRXMRERH½REPP]MRXS
EJYRRIPWXYGOMRXLIWXSZI´W
tank. Gasoline puddles soon
JSVQIHEKEMR8LIVI[EWRS
air movement to dissipate
the fumes. My eyes became
irritated, and we coughed as
FVIEXLMRKFIGEQIHMJ½GYPX
One of the orphan street
children, that railroad
workers typically allowed to
ride on Japanese trains, had
come into the kitchen car to
KEVRIVJSSH8LIGSSOJIH
him.When the railcar was
cut out of the train, the boy
stayed on the railcar as it
was loaded aboard the ferry.
He wolfed down food the
GSSOKEZILMQFYXWUYMVreled away some inside his
NEGOIX8LIFS][EWIEKIVXS
help us wherever he could.

He could speak some
English as most Japanese did.
,IWEMHLI´HFIIRSVTLERIH
by bombing raids during the
[EV8LIFSQFWSYVEMVJSVGI
dropped, I realized. It made
me feel guilty, and sad, that
[I´HGSQQMXXIHXLMWXIVVMFPI
thing this to this shabbily
dressed little boy who was
so much smaller than me
and was so very, very, thin.
It struck me that he was all
alone while younger than
QI-XHMHR´XWIIQJEMVXLEX
I was well dressed, well fed
and had a family who loved
me, while he was alone in
the world.
I later learned that all
Japanese were small, during
that time, because of years
of malnutrition caused by
WIZIVIJSSHWLSVXEKIW8LI

Lift-Off
By Joan O. Scharf
±+SH7TIIH²WLIYXXIVIH
softly.
Her forehead remained
pressed to the glass of the
observation window, and
XLI[SVHW¾YXXIVIHPMOIPMXXPI
birds against the cold pane.
7MPIRXWSFWUYMZIVIHLIV
shoulders. All the cheering
and applause around her
had by now subsided, but
the crowd lingered, wanting to prolong the aura
of accomplishment of this
momentous and successful
historic launch.
Mars. A reddish speck in
the night sky; soon to be
at its closest point during
its elliptical solar orbit…
approximately 86.6 million
miles from earth. Moments
ago, after years of precise
and careful calculation, a
spaceship with a cargo of
%QIVMGE´W½RIWXLEHFPEWXIH
off to meet it.
She remembered ten years
ago when it was initially
announced volunteers were
being sought for the planned
mission. Nearly 200,000
people had rushed to apply,
one of them her then 14
years old son, Adam.
%X½VWXWLIGSRWMHIVIHMXE
passing childish whim, but it
FIGEQI½\EXIHMRLMWQMRH
and his desire never wavered. He avidly read everyXLMRKLIGSYPH½RHGSRGIVRing Mars and space travel.
Additional forms were
eventually sent to Adam to
FI½PPIHMRERHWYFQMXXIH
Scores of volunteers were
weeded out, eliminated for

ZEVMSYWVIEWSRW 8LVII
years ago, when Adam
turned 21, a bid from Washington summoned him to an
interview. Detailed medical
examinations soon followed.
A rigorous psychological and
physical training schedule
was posted.
It was then Adam wrapped
his arms around her and
said,“Mom, you know how
much I love you, but this is
mission my lifelong dream.
-´ZIKSXXSKSJSVMX²
She held him close
and nodded, her tears wetting his shirt.
When he moved away for
the training years she kept
on believing he would be
back. Only twelve --six men
and six women-- would be
chosen for the mission. He
[SYPHR´XFISRISJXLIQ
©&YXLI[EW
2I[WQIHMERS[¾SSHed the observation area.
Cameras rolled and clicked.
Microphones were being
thrust towards those who
[ERXIHXSFIUYSXIHSR
this memorable day of liftoff
JSVXLI½VWXQERRIHZS]EKI
to Mars, a journey of eight
months to destination.
8LIWTEGIWLMT[MXLMXW
twelve passengers was
ETTVSTVMEXIP]REQIH±8LI
'LVMWXSTLIV4VSNIGX²
after that long ago voyager,
Christopher Columbus. In
her hurt and in her pain,
she wanted to believe it
was really named after St.
Christopher, the patron saint
of safe travel. Resolutely

she dabbed at her face and
turned to join the celebration, a false smile stuck to
her lips.

wanted his life to matter,
to mean something in this
[SVPH,I´WJYP½PPMRKLMW
[MWL²

“You must be so proud
SJ%HEQ² %QERWXERHMRK
nearby from her neighborhood spoke.

8LIVITSVXIVTIVWMWXIH

“And as his mother, how do
]SYJIIPEFSYXXLMW#²
&PMROMRKFEGOXLIWXMRK
of tears, she looked him
WUYEVIP]MRXLII]I ±,S[

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

±=IWLI´WEP[E]WFIIREHventurous, but I must admit,
-´PPQMWWLMQXIVVMFP]²WLIWEMH
crushing the tissue tightly in
LIV½WX
He patted her shoulder
as he turned away. He
remembered the time when
Adam was 4 or 5 years old
and had wandered several
miles from home in search
SJLMWQMWWMRKJEXLIV 8LI
FS]HMHR´XYRHIVWXERHXLEX
LMWJEXLIVLEH¾IHXS%VYFE
with his secretary and the
JEQMP]´WEGGYQYPEXIHWEZMRKW
never to return.
More friends gravitated to
where she stood to offer
their support. “Your son
MWWSFVEZI² ±8LI]EVISR
ERE[IWSQIEHZIRXYVI²
±;LEXEJERXEWXMGQMWWMSR²
±8LMWMWE[SRHIVJYPXLMRK
JSVSYVGSYRXV]²
Politely she threaded her
way through the crowd
avoiding the cameras, but
one earnest young reporter caught her at the door.
“Please, can you tell us why
your son wanted to be a
TEVXSJXLMWQMWWMSR#²
She hesitated, but decided
to answer, remembering the
FYVRMRKMRXIRWMX]MR%HEQ´W
expression when he had
explained it to her. “Adam
told me it was because he

can you even ask me that?
We all know the Christopher Project is a one way
QMWWMSR² T
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JUST LISTED 35 Montgomery St, Ilion

131 Christensen Rd, Frankfort

Lovely Village home! 3
Great location in the
BRs, 1.5 bath, entry hall,
Frankfort Hills! 3
LR, formal DR, kitchen,
BR, 2.5 bath Raised
den, 1st floor laundry, new
Ranch home with
furnace, 5 year old roof.
attached garage,
You could also use the
and gorgeous yard
upstairs den as part of a w/ deck overlooking above ground pool. Also, gorgeous
master suite. Beautiful hardwoods, gourmet kitchen, formal DR, office, LR w/
landscaped yard and deck. Attic great for storage.
fireplace. You will really enjoy your summer here.

179 Church St, Little Falls
2-4 W Main St, Mohawk
Nice 2 family home. Live
New PRICE!!!
in one and rent the other
Commercial
or use for an investment.
building with
These apartments are 2
NYC style. This
BRs each with LR, DR, &
2 story brick
kitchen. Tenants pay elecbuilding has 2
tric and heat. One ½ car
store fronts,
detached garage. Parking one 2 BR apartment, and 1 unit used for storage. The
and yard in the City of Little Falls, come take a look!
brick has been exposed inside to give the space a city feel.

18 W Clark St, Ilion

Fiery Hill Rd, Stark

Approximately 45
Looking to start your
new business venture
acres of fields and
or expand your existwoods w/ views. A
ing one? Then make
great place to build
sure you check out this
your dream home
commercial property
or use for recrewith great visibility in ation (hunting, 4-wheeling, etc) Come take a look.
the Village of Ilion. Upon purchase survey will be completed and taxes will
Detached garage great for storage. Circular driveway.
be determined.
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Turning a Russian Bear into a Teddy Bear
_just add marshmallow
By Joseph Parzych
When my daughter Debbie
was just a few years out of
college, she was promoted
to Supervising Engineer at
King County’s Solid Waste
Department. She was in
charge of 165 workers,
all of whom were much
older than she. Her secretary was old enough to
be her mother. Debbie

had been promoted over
two of her supervisors,
who were now under her
supervision.To her credit,
she had a good working
relationship with most of
them. However, Boris, a
gruff Russian engineer, made
no secret of disliking being
supervised by a female. He
referred to Debbie as “Dat
girl.” Meanwhile, somehow,
Debbie’s friends and family

Sales • Service • Home Delivery
Mention this ad and receive
$
200 Off Any Spa
4780 Commercial Drive
New Hartford, NY 13413

315-507-4630 • www.tuckerbackyard.com

got the mistaken idea that
Debbie liked Peeps, the
yellow marshmallow chicks
that emerge at Easter like
sparrows at Capistrano. Everyone sent Debbie Peeps,
but not wanting to hurt anyone’s feelings, Debbie never
told generous friends and
relatives that their gifts were
not welcome. So, Peeps
kept coming. She brought a
quantity of Peeps to work
SRIHE]½KYVMRKWLIGSYPH
unload them onto fellow
workers. But before she was
able to palm any off, Boris
XLI(MJ½GYPXGEQIMRXSLIV
SJ½GI,IPSSOIHEXXLIFEWket of Peeps and brusquely
demanded,“Vot iss diss?”
pointing to the marshmallow
chicks on her desk.
“They’re Peeps, Boris. Here,
try a few,” and she handed
him a handful.
Later that day, Boris came

back, asking in his gruff voice,
“You hef more dem Peeps?”
“Why, yes, I do have a few
more Peeps,” she said, not
revealing she was inundated
with them. She doled out
a few more of the tender
morsels to him. After that,
when she wanted Boris to
do some engineering, she
would approach him with a
smile and a handful of Peeps.
“So! Vat do you vant?” he’d
KVYJ¾]EWO
“I just brought you some
Peeps, Boris. But, as long as
you ask, I do need some
engineering,” she’d say. Then,
one day, after bringing Boris
some Peeps, she asked him
how he happened to come
to the U.S. He opened up
to her, and told her all about
LS[LI´H¾IH6YWWMEEPSRI
leaving all his family and
friends behind. Sadly, he

was not able to get any of
his family out of the country
to join him, as he’d hoped,
and he dared not return.
“He was just a misunderstood man,” Debbie said.
“He was really a nice man
who had become lonely and
depressed at the intolerable position he had gotten
himself into.”
Whenever Debbie approached Boris, she had a
handful of Peeps and a smile
for him.The two became
good friends, and Boris

turned out to be not at all
the grumpy uncooperative
person everyone held him
to be. He even told Debbie
that he admired her for
having been promoted to
such a demanding job at
such an early age and said
he admired her for her ability to get cooperation from
a workforce of people old
enough to be her parents.
He no longer referred to
her as “Dat girl.” And he
even began to smile, again.T

Quick Tips and Tricks to Help Pull Off Better Paint Jobs
Proper prep work is the key to professional-looking results. Before starting any
paint pattern project, reference these quick tips and tricks:
* Tape around baseboards, windows and tiles to protect them from drips and
to ensure sharp paint lines.
* Always clean surfaces before painting and only apply tape once the area is
fully dry.
* Choose the right tape for the surface you’re painting, such as Multi-Surface
Tape for baseboards and trim, metal and glass, or Delicate Surfaces Tape for
[EPPWGEFMRIXW[SSH¾SSVWERHJVIWLP]TEMRXIHWYVJEGIW
* Use a pencil to sketch designs onto walls before applying the painter’s tape.
Be sure to apply the tape just outside the lines so that you ultimately cover the
drawn lines with paint.
* Once the paint has fully dried, remove the tape slowly at a 45-degree angle
to reveal the pattern.T

Meeting from previous____________________________________
Nippon Times even published recipes on how to
chop grass to increase the
amount of food. Grass

cannot be digested, and
does not offer any nutrition,
but it added bulk to make a
person feel fuller.
The boy looked 12, or 14,
at the most. I could not help
but admire him for being so
cheerful despite having no
relatives, being homeless, not
going to school, and traveling like a hobo wherever the
trains took him, never knowMRK[LIVILI[SYPH½RH
anything to eat, or a place to
lay his head, with no place to
call home. I tried not to cry
when he cheerfully said he
was 17, counting the time he
was inside his mama. But my
throat tightened up, tears
came to my eyes, and I had
to look away.
The light was poor in the
railcar, the boat rocked, and

we spilled more gasoline,
EW[IVI½PPIHXLIWXSZIW
The cook called for a ferry
boat crewman to bring us
a light.The crewman came
hurrying back with a drop
light at the end of a long extension cord. Somehow, the
PMKLXFYPFFVSOI8LI½PEQIRX
¾EVIHSYXERHWQSOIH-
braced for an explosion, but
miraculously, no explosion
came.The cook yelled at
the Japanese crewman,“Get
another light.”
The crewman soon came
running back with a gasoline
lantern held high. It had a
glowing white mantle that
threw a bright light.We tried
to ward the crewman off.
But, with everyone yelling at
him, he only hurried more.
He raised the lantern to
the open door. I saw the Jap-

anese boy holding the gallon
tin, as someone poured gasoline from the pail. I quickly
moved to the opposite
open door, ready to jump
SYX-REFPMRHMRK¾EWLXLI
fumes exploded.The explosion blew me backward out
of the open door. I saw the
boy drop the tin. Gasoline
splashed on him, and he was
IRKYPJIHMRSVERKI¾EQIW
The very air was burning
[MXLFSMPMRK½VI*IVV]
crewmen came running
[MXLE½VILSWIERHUYMGOP]
HSYWIHXLI¾EQIW 8LIFS]
lay still, looking even smaller.
*IVV]GVI[QIRFVSYKLXE
stretcher and laid him on it.
They covered his scorched
face with a piece of dirty
canvas and carried him away,
no longer hurrying. T
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Beat the Heat with Pet Safety Tips
(Family Features) Sunny, warm days bring the welcome
opportunity to change up your routine and spend more time
outdoors with your beloved pets. However, soaring temperatures bring risks from heat and sun exposure, making your
furry friends rely on you to help keep them healthy and safe.
Make these warm-weather adjustments to keep your pets
in top condition and ready to enjoy all the season has to
offer with these safety tips from PetSmart experts:
Keep them hydrated. Dehydration and heatstroke can be
fatal to pets, so access to a clean water bowl both inside and

outside is critical in the summertime.While you’re on the
go, be sure to bring water for your pet in a suitable drinking
container.

Serve up healthy meals.Warmer weather invites opportunities, such as enticing picnic spreads, for pets to nab tasty
treats. Protect your pet’s health by preventing them from
ingesting food intended for humans, and opt instead for food
ERHXVIEXWXLEX½XXLIMVWTIGMEPRIIHWERHTVIJIVIRGIW8LI
varieties offered by Natural Balance, which is now available at
PetSmart, span dry and wet food made with premium quality
ingredients in formulas such as limited ingredient, grain-free
and weight management.
Never leave your pet in a parked car. Studies show that on
a hot day, the temperature inside a car can reach more than
HIKVIIWMR½ZIQMRYXIW0IEZMRKXLI[MRHS[WGVEGOIH
for fresh air or parking in the shade don’t keep temperatures
JVSQWSEVMRKMRVIGSVHXMQIIMXLIV0IEZMRKTIXWMRXLIGEV
“just for a minute” is never a good idea.
Groom regularly. One of the best ways to keep a dog’s
coat healthy and help prevent matting and summertime skin
irritation is regular grooming.The right grooming tool can
dramatically reduce shedding by removing the undercoat
ERHPSSWILEMV[MXLSYXWEGVM½GMRKXLILIEPXL]XSTGSEX
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Provide skin protection. Just like humans, dogs can experience sunburn and even skin cancer.To prevent sunburn, apply
a sunscreen where hair is thin and skin lacks pigment (nose,
ears and sensitive areas) every day your dog is outside.
Avoid hot surfaces. Dogs’ pads may seem tough, but sidewalks, pavement and sand can get so hot in the summer that

dogs’ feet can burn and blister.To prevent this, schedule walks
for the morning or evening, when sidewalks are cooler, or
purchase protective boots designed just for dogs.
Practice smart snacking. After exercising and in between
meals, a sensible snack can provide a boost of energy.Treats
such as Natural Balance Dental Chews do double duty by
giving a little help with oral care between brushing. Scientifically formulated with unique grooves, these tasty treats encourage natural, healthy chewing to help reduce and remove
tartar and plaque.
Provide outdoor relief.The best spot for your pet to cool
off in the yard is a shaded grassy area because grass releases
moisture and keeps your pet cooler than concrete, dirt or
gravel. For added comfort, provide a raised bed that increasIWXLI¾S[SJGSSPIVEMVYRHIVRIEXLXLIFIHQEXXSLIPT
your pet beat the heat.
Keep water safety top of mind. Even if you consider your
dog a good swimmer, a life jacket is very important if you
take him with you on the boat or trips to the beach.
Find more ways to keep your pet summer safe at www.
petsmart.com. T

Warm offer refused
Open House & Fall Registration

me to join them.Though
English is a second language
for me, I’d spoken very little
Polish since beginning grammar school at age 5 when I
learned English. But hearing
Polish spoken, again, brought
MX¾SSHMRKFEGOXSQI-R
fact, a teacher in the college
group, who teaches Polish
in the U.S. and English in Poland during the summer, said
to me,“You know, Joseph,
your Polish is very good, but
it is very archaic.”

August 22, 2015 from 11:00 - 2:00 pm
Marine Corps - 178 Second Street, Ilion NY
Classes begin on September 9th ~ Ages 2 & Up
Ballet, Pointe, Tap, Jazz/Hip Hop,
Creative Movements, Acrobatics, and Adult Tap
Weekly Costs: $4 for 1 class • $7 for 2 classes
$10 for 3 classes • $12 for 4 classes
Phone: 315-894-2251 - Jessica Greig (Owner & Instructor)
Call for more information or to register

By Joseph Parzych
I once traveled to Europe
with a group from Elms
College located in ChicopII1%;I½VWX¾I[MRXS
Germany, before going on to
4SPERH;IEPWSSRGIFVMI¾]
crossed into the Czech
Republic. But, the majority of
our trip was spent in Poland.
One evening, I attended a
performance of Polish and
Ukrainian folk dancers, at an
outdoor partially sheltered
theater that fanned out over
the audience like a giant cornucopia .The next evening,
some of the dance troop
performed a few numbers
for us at a banquet.They
invited us to join them for

the last number. A woman
in our group grabbed my
arm and said,“Come on Joe,
I know you can dance.” So
we joined them. It was much
like a very fast polka, but
we kept up, and followed
their steps. But on the night
of the outdoor concert, I’d
come alone and decided
to walk back to our ski
VIWSVX½ZIWXEVLSXIP[LIVI
our group had received a
reduced rate because it was
the off season for skiers.
On my way back to the
hotel, I asked a young Polish
couple if I was on the right
course.They assured me
I was, but said they were
taking a short cut through
a park, and they welcomed

However, the young Polish
couple, I’d met, spoke English
and wanted to practice it on
the way.The street lights illuminating the short-cut were
widely spaced. As we continued further into the woods,
the lights became more
and more widely spaced
until there were no street
lights, at all. As we walked
on in silence, I began to feel
uneasy.The young woman
murmured something to her
husband. He stopped and
enunciated in English,“My
wife, she hess to pee.”
I turned away in the
semi-darkness to give her
some privacy, as she squatted. The woman almost
immediately jumped up.
“My, my, such a speedy
woman,” I joked to the
husband.
“My wife says someone
coming behind us,” the man

said in alarm.
I looked back in the nearly
pitch black darkness, and
felt for my money belt and
passport hidden beneath
my shirt.The couple stood
peering into the night, but
then continued on. I wondered if I should run, duck
into the underbrush at the
side of the path or hide behind a tree.While I debated,
two people emerged from
the darkness. It turned out
to be two women close to
my age. After pleasant greetings all around, the women
accompanied us in our walk.
When the wooded path
came out onto a lighted
street, the young man said,
“We are turning here to go
to our apartment. Perhaps
these ladies will accompany
you to your hotel.”
The ladies happily agreed,
and walked beside me, questioning me at length about
my visit to Poland, my occupation, and my marital status.
When I said I was widowed
and lived alone, they offered
me their sympathy. One of
them then asked,“Wouldn’t
you like to bring a nice Polish lady home with you to
cook, and clean for you, and
to warm your bed?”
“I know how to cook and
clean,” I said,“and I have an
electric blanket, but thank
you very much.” T
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Sarita’s Food Truck
By Al Dorantes
Sarita’s Food Truck is a vibrant food truck that serves
empanadas, a stuffed pastry,
Spanish style. Sarita’s is
Spanish cuisine with AmerMGER¾EZSVERHEQMWWMSRXS
spread diversity and spark
conversation with a fusion
of food and culture.
This is Sarita Ruiz’s third
season running her food
truck. She began with a
popup that she towed with

a Chevy S10. The truck was
standard shift and Sarita
didn’t know how to drive
a manual transmission at
the time. But that didn’t
stop her! She started
from the ground up. Sarita
researched the food truck
industry and when she sold
SYXSJIQTEREHEWXLI½VWX
day she knew it would work.
She has been doing great
ever since. The food truck
is a full time business. Sarita
said,“I’m a business woman

“Why make somebody else
rich when you can do it
]SYVWIPJ²WLIWEMH

½VWXGSSOWIGSRH²2S[
WLILEWEJYPP¾IHKIHJSSH
truck with a second food
truck coming soon.
Sarita was accepted to Tech
+EVHIRXLI2SVXLIEWX´W
premier entrepreneurial
ecosystem and a business
incubator for manufacturing

and services businesses.
Sarita’s goal is to have her
IQTEREHEW ¾EWLJVS^IR MR
super markets. You will be
able to pick up her empanadas as easily as picking up a
TV dinner but they are so
much better.
Sarita is an entrepreneur.

Empanadas are a mainstay
at Sarita’s food truck. An
empanada is a stuffed bread
or pastry baked or fried in
Spain and Latin America.The
name comes from the verb
empanar, meaning to wrap
or coat in bread. Empanadas are made by folding
HSYKL[MXLWXYJ½RKGSRsisting of a variety of meat,
cheese, vegetables, fruits,
ERHSXLIV½PPMRKW7EVMXE
cuts no corners with her
empanadas. Her empanadas
are stuffed with top of the
line ingredients and you will
likely get double the amount
SJ½PPMRKXLEX]SY[SYPHKIX
elsewhere. Sarita’s empana-

das are available in a number
SJGSQFMREXMSRWWS½RHMRK
an empanada that suits your
tastes will be easy. Sarita
also offers fried Twinkies and
fried Oreos. The food truck
is also well stocked with
soda, water and other drinks.
Sarita is spreading diversity
with a fusion of food and
culture and it has never
tasted better. Sarita loves
the kids that come to the
truck, loves the community,
loves the Rome Farmers
Market, and loves customers
new and old. Sarita’s offers
catering and special orders
for your holiday parties.
Stop by Sarita’s Food Truck
and see what fusion can do
for you. For more information follow her on Facebook:
SaritasSpanishSnackShack. T

Delta Lake Inn
By Al Dorantes

The Delta Lake Inn, 8524
Fish Hatchery Road in
6SQI2I[=SVOLEWE
color full history. For over
100 years the building has
been an inn, restaurant, and

IZIR EPPIKIHP] ELSYWI
SJMPPVITYXI2I[S[RIV
and general manager, Mike
Lynskey, renovated the inn
and reopened in September
of 2009. With chefs Theresa
Woolsey and Brian Benoit
running the kitchen the
Delta Lake Inn has a storied
future ahead of itself.
The Delta Lake Inn has
a varied menu with items
from soups and salads to
WXIEOW7TIGMEPXMIWMRGPYHI
Italian greens, really good
burgers, and white chocolate
bread pudding. The Delta
Lake Inn’s new streamlined
menu is available all day. If
you want the Roman, a
grilled 14 oz Delmonico
Steak topped with Italian
greens, Mozzarella cheese
½VIVSEWXIHPSRKLSX
peppers for lunch you can
get it. If you want a juicy
burger like the Delta Burger,
a burger topped with Gorgonzola, bacon, Mozzarella,
and creamy bleu cheese for
dinner then you can have
that too.

A brunch to
remember
every Sunday!
Tuesday and Thursday the
Delta Lake Inn has a lunch
buffet for $9.99. The buffet
has 5 items, a vegetable, potato, steak, chicken, and pasta
plus salad and dessert. The
FYJJIXGLERKIWIEGLXMQI
Tuesday is different from
Thursday.

The views are spectacular at Delta Lake Inn.
The Delta Lake Inn is open
on Sunday from 11am to
2pm featuring their Sunday
Brunch. Brunch menu items
include a champagne station
with fresh berries, scrambled
eggs, western scrambled
eggs, Eggs Benedict, bacon,
French toast with maple syrup, breakfast potatoes, roast
chicken balsamic, haddock
imperial, garlic whipped
potatoes, harvest vegetable,
fresh salad bar, assorted
Danish, assorted petite
fours, cakes and pies, (menu
[MPPZEV][IIOXS[IIO 
A unique feature of the
Delta Lake Inn is its many
separate rooms. The Delta
Lake Inn is handicapped
accessible. They can accommodate different sized
groups in the privacy of their
own dining room. All the
VSSQWLEZIHMJJIVIRXREQIW
Tuscany, Sonoma, Revere,
Bordeaux, the piano room
(Sunday brunch has piano
TPE]IV XLI0EOIZMI[VSSQ
and Palisades (banquet
VSSQ  8LI(IPXE0EOI-RR
has a full bar serving seasonal and specialty drinks.
In their Palisades room
the Delta Lake Inn can

host weddings, events, and
banquets up to 180 people.
The staff will customize a
menu to meet any dietary
restrictions your guests
might have to ensure that
your event is perfect.
The Delta Lake Inn has
numerous events throughout the year. They have
happy hour every Friday
from 5-7pm with live music
on the deck (inside during
[MRXIV 3R8LYVWHE]W
they host Thirsty Painters,
a perfect mix of art and alcohol. In the fall and winter
months, September through
March, they have a series of
murder mysteries scheduled.
In March, right in time for
St. Patrick’s Day, they have a
Jamison Irish Whiskey night
planned.
Join the Delta Lake Inn’s
dinner club and receive
news about their entertainment schedule, coupons, and
much more. Whether it is a
burger or steak dinner that
you are craving the historic
Delta Lake Inn can accommodate. For more information go to: www.deltalakeinn.
com or follow them on
Facebook: Delta Lake Inn T
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Mandy’s Diner
By Al Dorantes

On Tuesday, August 4th
Mandy’s Diner, 5616 State
Rte 5, East Herkimer, New
York, had its grand reopening.
The former Donna’s Diner
was rechristened as Mandy’s
Diner in honor of owner
Greg Costello’s daughter
Mandy. The Herkimer County
Chamber of Commerce and
PSGEPIPIGXIHSJ½GMEPW[IVISR
hand to assist with the ribbon
cutting.
Greg Costello, took over in
April 2014, explained that
the grand reopening was
really just a name change and
rebranding. The old Donna’s
Diner sign was replaced with a brand new
Mandy’s diner sign.
Costello also explained that the core
menu and favorites are still the same. New
additions include: daily specials, a new
steak sandwich, a lighter menu including
a half sandwich plus a cup of soup for a
KSSHTVMGIWIEJSSHTPEXXIV*VMHE]½WLJV]
for $9.95 (they actually lowered the price)
available breaded, beer battered, broiled
SVPIQSRTITTIVERH½WLERHGLMTW
(3 pieces of cod plus potato wedges).
Greg added that they also removed some
underperforming items from the menu.
This ensures that customers are getting the
freshest and best food.
Greg Costello, a US Navy veteran, retired
from UPS. He was a driver who handled

the Dolgeville route. He drove past the
HMRIVEQMPPMSRXMQIWERH½REPP]HIGMHIHXS
FY]MX2S[+VIKLEWWSQI¾I\MFMPMX]XS
make it to a lot more family things
Mandy Costello, the diner’s namesake, said
she is happy to be behind the scenes,“Until I
can take over.”
Greg said he plans to keep making
improvements and eventually add on to the
diner. An ice cream shop is a possibility.
Mandy’s Diner is a homestyle diner with
great quality foods and excellent service.
They are open Monday through Thursday
6am - 2pm, Friday and Saturday 6am-7pm
[MXL½WLJV]ERHWIEJSSHEZEMPEFPIFSXLHE]W
and Sunday 6am - 12pm for breakfast only.
*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRGEPP  T
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Tips for grandparents helping to raise children
As retirement age approaches, many older
adults envision themselves downsizing and
moving to a quaint community to enjoy
their golden years in as relaxing a fashion
as possible. However, for a growing number
of seniors, their retirement years are being
spent helping to raise grandchildren.
United States Census data from 2010
indicates 4.9 million American children are
being raised solely by their grandparents.
CanGrads, a National Kinship Support organization, says approximately 62,500 children
are being raised by grandparents and other
family in Canada. Many grandparents provide
part-time care when their older children

have to move back home with their families,
as roughly 13 million children are now living
in homes with their grandparents.
Although being raised by grandparents
may not be the ideal situation for all parties
involved, such situations are a necessity for
many families. Seniors who are once again
thrown into the caregiver arena may need a
crash course in childcare or a few pointers
on parenting in the modern age.
• Get the right equipment. Children
certainly require a lot of gear, more than
grandparents likely used when raising their
own children. Certain safety requirements

are in place to safeguard young children, and
that often means investing in new cribs, car
seats, high chairs, and other items. Grandparents should resist the temptation to use old
items they may have kept in storage, as such
items may no longer be safe and could put
grandchildren at risk for injury.
• Gather important documents. Grandparents should keep pertinent documents
in one easily accessible place in their homes
should an emergency arise.These include
FMVXLGIVXM½GEXIWLIEPXLMQQYRM^EXMSR
VIGSVHWHIEXLGIVXM½GEXIW MJXLIGLMPH´WTEVents are deceased), dental records, school
papers, citizenship papers, and proof of
income and assets.
• Speak with an attorney. Lawyers can help
grandparents wade through legal arrangeQIRXWWYGLEW½PMRKJSVGYWXSH]KYEVHMERship or adoption. Options vary depending
on where petitioners live, but lawyers can
provide peace of mind to grandparents conGIVRIHEFSYXXLIMVKVERHOMHW´JYXYVIW
-RZIWXMKEXI½RERGMEPEWWMWXERGI7IRMSVW
may not earn the income they once did and
may be on assistance programs or living off
of retirement savings. Grandparents who
½RHXLIQWIPZIWGEVMRKJSVEGLMPHQE]FI
IPMKMFPIJSV½RERGMEPEWWMWXERGI8LI8IQTSrary Assistance for Needy Families is a joint
federal and state program that can provide
RIIHFEWIH½RERGMEPEWWMWXERGI8LI%%64
or the organization GrandFamilies may be

able to put grandparents in touch with
½RERGMEPEHZMWSVWMRXLIMVEVIEW
• Contact schools and daycare centers.
School-aged children will need to be
enrolled in school. Grandparents should
contact the department of education where
they live to learn about local school systems,
especially when grandkids are moving in
with their grandparents. Some grandparents
can qualify for free or low-cost daycare, and
such programs can be discussed with local
7SGMEP7IVZMGIWSJ½GIW)RVSPPQIRXMRWGLSSP
or daycare can provide grandparents with
much-needed free time during the day.
• Find emotional support.Taking care of
grandchildren is a full-time job. At times,
grandparents may feel stressed or out of
sorts. Having a strong support system available can help grandparents work through
the peaks and valleys of this new and unexpected stage in life. Church- or community
center-based counseling services may be
available. Grandparents also can check with
their healthcare providers to determine if
counseling or therapy sessions are covered
under their plans.
Caring for grandchildren is a life-changing
IZIRX %PXLSYKLMXGERFIJYP½PPMRKMXEPWS
requires a lot of energy and commitment.
&YXKVERHTEVIRXWRIIHR´XKSMXEPSRIEW
there are numerous resources available to
WIRMSVW[LSWYHHIRP]½RHXLIQWIPZIWGEVMRK
for their grandchildren. T

“

“Summer was our best season: it was
sleeping on the back screened porch in cots,
or trying to sleep in the treehouse;
summer was everything good to eat;
it was a thousand colors in a parched
landscape; but most of all, summer was Dill.”
~ Harper Lee
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Hunting for Hemingway in Yellowstone country
``It is funny it isn’t as well
known,’ ’ Patrick said. ``Actually he did spend more time
big game hunting at Cooke
City than he ever did at Sun
Valley. He had trophies of
mountain sheep, elk and
bear.
``My dad loved big game
hunting and most of the big
game hunting he did was in
Africa and around Cooke
City.’ ’
Is the ranch still there? Yes,
Patrick said, though it’s no
longer a dude ranch, sold
decades ago to two families
that used to come out from
Chicago.
By GAIL SCHONTZLER
Bozeman Daily Chronicle
BOZEMAN, Mont. (AP)
C)VRIWX,IQMRK[E]½VWX
arrived at the Clarks Fork
River valley on July 13, 1931,
bouncing along Yellowstone
National Park’s gravel roads
in a Ford Model A roadster
until he reached one of the
wildest places in America.
Hemingway was 31, looking
JSVETPEGIXSLYRX½WLERH
write, looking to get away
from Key West’s heat and
anyone who fawned over
the best-selling author of
``The Sun Also Rises’’ and
``A Farewell to Arms.’ ’ He
was seeking something wilder and more adventurous
than the Sheridan area he’d
ZMWMXIHMRSRLMW½VWX
trip to Wyoming.
He found what he was
looking for near Cooke
City, Montana, an old mining
town at Yellowstone’s northeast entrance. It was a rough
and tumble place where
bootleg whiskey - ``Red
0SHKI´W½RIWXTVSHYGX´ ´LI´H
wryly call it - came in over
the Beartooths by mule.
Twelve miles from town
down a sketchy dirt road,
just across the border into
Wyoming, Hemingway and
his second wife, Pauline,
drove over the Clarks Fork
on a rickety plank bridge to
the L Bar T Ranch.
``Hunting in the mts. is
more damned fun than
anything you can imagine,’ ’
Hemingway wrote from the
ranch to his buddy Henry
``Mike’’ Strater on Sept. 10,
1930.

``I saw 12 mt. sheep a
week ago. I can guaranty you
shots at elk, deer, bear, and
Big horn sheep - wonderful
VEMRFS[XVSYX½WLMRK-
GEYKLX]IWXEJXEPPSR¾]
... I wish the hell you’d come.
This is the most beautiful
country you ever saw.’ ’
The dude ranch owned by
Lawrence and Olive Nordquist was a rustic paradise,
framed by spectacular Pilot
and Index peaks and the
Absaroka Mountains. Ranch
hands knew a lot about
wilderness and little about
famous writers.
``Am going damned well
on my book,’ ’ Hemingway
wrote Strater. At the ranch
over the decade, he would
write parts of ``Death in the
Afternoon,’ ’ ``To Have and
Have Not’’ and ``For Whom
the Bell Tolls.’ ’

``It is a bit of a mystery,’ ’
agreed Patrick Hemingway,
87, sole survivor of the
writer’s three sons. After
a career guiding big game
safaris in Africa, Patrick
settled years ago in Bozeman. For last month’s reissue
of ``Green Hills of Africa,’ ’
Patrick wrote some personal
memoirs. He also remembers the L Bar T Ranch well.
``Both my older brother
Jack and I spent summers
there,’ ’ Patrick said. ``It was
a nice time for a young boy.
I learned to ride and also to
shoot. I have fond memories
of going on a pack trip. I
guess I was around 7 or 8.’ ’

His dad and the others
rode off to hunt grizzly
bears - they would shoot
an old horse as bait and
wait for it to ``put out’’ and
start to smell.Young Patrick
stayed in camp with Leland
Here the future winner
Stanford ``Chub’’Weaver,
of the Pulitzer and Nobel
camp cook, guide and Patprizes for literature would
WTIRH½ZIPEXIWYQQIVWERH rick’s godfather.The boy was
LEZMRKHMJ½GYPX]MRWGLSSP
early falls (in 1930, 1932,
learning to read.
1936, 1938 and 1939), until
his marriage to Pauline col``He more or less got me
lapsed as he pursued new
reading,’ ’ Patrick said.
adventures with Martha
Gellhorn.
The boy learned to bait
½WL[MXLKVEWWLSTTIVW
Yet compared to the
writer’s more famous haunts catch cutthroats and ride
a ``terrible’’ horse named
- Paris and Pamplona, Key
Pinkie, who dumped him on
West and Cuba - Hemthe ground.
ingway’s connection to
Yellowstone country and the
Patrick said perhaps his
role it played in his life and
writing are little known, even dad’s Yellowstone connection was eclipsed by his later
by many locals.
move to Sun Valley, Idaho.
The L Bar T Ranch had no
``You hear so many storesort promoting itself, no
ries,’ ’ said the clerk at the
movie stars posing with the
Silver Gate General Store.
writer for photographers.
``You don’t know what’s
true.’ ’

He said his dad wrote a lot
of ``For Whom the Bell Tolls’’
at the ranch.
``I always say it is Hemingway’s Western,’ ’ Patrick said.
``All the things about how
the snow makes tracking
easy, that was . all knowledge
he picked up at Cooke City.’ ’
CRAZY CREEK
We hiked up Crazy Creek
Cascade to eat bread and
cheese on the granite boulHIVWERHGEWXEJI[¾MIWMRE
tributary of the Clarks Fork.
Hunting for traces of Hemingway, husband Keith and I
had driven from Bozeman
into Yellowstone Park, past
herds of bison and antelope, past lupine, arnica and
½VI[IIHSRXLIWEQIVSYXI
the writer traveled 85 years
before.
We stopped at the historic
Cooke City General Store,
where Hemingway posted
letters to his New York
editor Max Perkins, and
drove 12 miles beyond on
the Beartooth Highway.The
highway opened in 1936,
prompting Hemingway
to complain it brought in
more people and ruined the
½WLMRK
Keith had tied three of
,IQMRK[E]´WJEZSVMXI¾MIWE
bee-imitation McGinty, a Coch-y-bondhu and a Woodcock and Green. He caught
10 small but eager rainbows
SREHV]¾]ZIVWMSRSJXLI
Coch-y-bondu, one every
few casts.
Pilot and Index peaks still
dominate the valley, the
rushing Clarks Fork River still
glints in the sun. But land-

owners have plastered the
area around Crazy Creek
Campground with ``Keep
Out’’ and ``Criminal Trespassing’’ signs, even where
the topo map shows the
public owns the land. Unlike
in Montana, the streambed
is not public.Welcome to
modern-day Wyoming.
The private road to the

Nordquist Ranch - owned,
according to tax records, by
heirs to a founder of Quaker
Oats - is gated and locked.
So we bushwhacked over a
sagebrush hillside on public
land to get just a glimpse of
the L Bar T. It was a bit of

Cont. page 25
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Hemingway from page 23
a eureka moment for me,
tempered by the stunning
beauty of the peaks, forests
and river.
We could see that the
owners have kept the chinklog cabins and the ranch
looking pristine.
Here, Hemingway stayed
with his wife and sons in a
two-bedroom cabin, nearest
the river, with a cold shower.
As biographer Michael Reynolds recounted in ``Hemingway in the 1930s,’ ’ his
routine was early breakfast,
[VMXMRKEPPQSVRMRK½WLMRK
after lunch, supper in the
lodge with the Nordquists
and ranch guests, ``and whiskey afterward in the heavy
GLEMVWEVSYRHXLI½VITPEGI´ ´
Here, Hemingway rode out
one day to Crandall Creek
to hunt bears, got thrown
by his horse and suffered a
deep cut in his chin. He had
to drive 50 miles on terrible
roads to Cody, where Dr.
Trueblood, a former veterinarian, stitched up his face.
Here, Hemingway once
rode up to a high mountain
lake and threw into the

water the Smith and Wesson
Civil War pistol his father
had used to kill himself.Tom
Weaver, Chub’s son, recounted his dad’s story in the
1999 KUSM documentary
``Paradise and Purgatory:
Hemingway at the L Bar
T and St.V’s.’ ’ Hemingway
retold the pistol story in
``For Whom the Bell Tolls,’ ’
through the voice of his hero
6SFIVX.SVHERE½GXMSREP
Spanish professor from Red
Lodge, Montana.
Here in the summer of
1932, Hemingway wrote by
hand a 24-page manuscript
for a short story, ``The Light
of the World,’ ’ which would
sell at Christie’s New York
auction house in 2000 for
$127,000.
And it was from here that
Hemingway started driving
in November 1930, heading
back to Billings with writer
John Dos Passos, camping on
the way at Mammoth before
crashing and overturning
the Ford near Laurel. Bright
lights of an oncoming car
were blamed, though it was
said later that bourbon was
involved.

Hemingway fractured his
right arm, his writing arm, so
badly that he spent seven
painful weeks at St.Vincent’s
Hospital recovering from
surgery. Dr. Louis Allard
famously used kangaroo
tendon to bind the bone
together.That Billings experience would inspire the short
story, ``The Gambler, the
Nun and the Radio.’ ’
In 1939, Hemingway wrote
a short reminiscence, ``The
Clark’s Fork Valley,Wyoming,’ ’ which appeared in
Vogue magazine. He recalled
scrambling on rockslides of
Pilot Peak to hunt sheep,
seeing grizzlies crash in the
forest, hearing elk bugling
and the elk he ``refused to
shoot, and you were pleased
about every one of them.’ ’
He ended the piece simply:
``It’s a good country.’ ’
`A MAN OF THE WORLD’
Chris Warren has made
following Hemingway’s trail
something of a quest.
Living in Cooke City for 22
years,Warren met his wife
and raised his kids there,
owned a coffee shop and
tended bar. He had a lot of
time in the long winters to
read.

Warren stumbled into the
discovery that Hemingway’s
adventures in the West all
seemed to have happened
within 20 miles of Cooke
City.
``This is a huge and
really neglected part of his
biography, and it had pretty
TVSJSYRHMR¾YIRGISRLMW
work,’ ’ Warren said.
Passionate about the
subject,Warren is writing
a book on Hemingway in
Yellowstone. He said he’d
started out skeptical of
the writer with the macho,
womanizing reputation, but
reading Hemingway’s writings won him over.
Last summer Warren
launched Hemingway’s
Yellowstone guided tours,
which he had hoped to
expand this summer, until a
family medical emergency
required moving to Portland, Oregon. He’s uncertain whether the tours will
resume next summer.
In Silver Gate, we stopped
at the pine-log Range Riders
Lodge, built in 1937 right
after the Beartooth Highway
opened, one of the places
where Hemingway used to
sit at the bar,Warren said.
It was empty of guests the

morning we arrived, but
manager Maddie Young let
us look around the small
Hemingway exhibit that
Warren had created in the
southwest corner room.
Here was Hemingway
on the 1952 cover of Life
magazine, a vintage Royal
typewriter, and lots of images
of Hemingway: smiling with
young Patrick atop a dead
bear, showing off his catch of
trout, wearing a heavy beard
and chaps on a cabin porch
at the L Bar T, grinning with
friends.
`This wasn’t just a place he
went to write,’ ’Warren said.
``It was a big part of his life,
his family life.’ ’
Warren said Hemingway
should be judged by his writing, not by the caricature he
has become in Woody Allen
movies or the cartoon-like
``most interesting man in the
world’’ of TV commercials.
One of Hemingway’s last
short stories, ``A Man of the
World,’ ’ takes place in Cooke
City, renamed Jessup in the
piece.The action takes place
in two bars,The Pilot and
The Index.
It’s a story about Blindy,
whose eyes were gouged

SYXF];MPPMIMRE½KLXWS
vicious that Willie’s face is
HMW½KYVIHMRWSQILSVVMFPI
way, left to the reader’s imagination.Willie is a recluse, but
Blindy still goes out to bars
and tries to bum drinks and
have fun. Blindy says Willie
will never be ``a man of the
world.’ ’
It seemed to me a gruesome story, a picture of
how lawless Cooke City
was in the 1930s.Warren
saw something deeper, an
allegory, with a theme akin
to that of ``The Old Man
and the Sea.’ ’
Life is going to leave you
wounded and broken.Yet it’s
RSXXLIMRNYVMIWXLEXHI½RI
you, it’s how you deal with
them,Warren said.That’s not
macho, he said, but insight
from ``a deeply sensitive
place.’ ’
Ernest Hemingway was a
man of the world.
`He had a very full life,’ ’ son
Patrick said. ``I think he was
very much aware that it was
a fantastic experience to be
alive and to go through a life.
``Always, one thing he
always said, was, `Your one
and only life.’ ’’T
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Adirondack Cheese
By Al Dorantes
Adirondack Cheese
Company is located at
8190 State Rt. 12, Suite 1 in
Barneveld, New York. The
store, located at the gateway
to the Adirondack State
Park, specializes in New
York State Cheddar; aged
on site, from one to seven
years. Adirondack Cheese
Company offers an array of
¾EZSVIH[LMXIGLIHHEVWERH
cheddar spreads.
With 2 retail shops, featuring their artisan cheeses,
specialty foods, snacks and
gifts, Adirondack Cheese
Company makes it easy
for you to experience the

WTIGMEP¾EZSVSJXLIRSVXL
country. Their headquarters
and home base in Barneveld
is where all the cutting and
packaging takes place as
well as being home to all
the specialty foods and gift
items. The second retail
store, located at 13 West
Park Row in Clinton, New
York offers all of Adirondack
Cheese Company’s great
cheese products as well
as all the specialty foods,
snacks and gifts. Both shops
spotlight New York State
products.
Co-owner Tony Leiker is
now living the Adirondack
life. How does a former
¾MKLXRYVWIERHLIEHSJE

bio-med company come
to run a cheese company?
Tony asked himself,“What
would be something fun
to do?” The Adirondack
Cheese Company was
struggling at that time and
he and his partner, co-owner
Craig Shaffer, an attorney
and former prosecutor,
bought it in 2006. Since the
purchase Tony has added
products to their line, added
new equipment, and added
new distribution.
Debby Leiker,Tony’s sister,
is the buyer and manager
for Adirondack Cheese
Company. She has an
extensive retail background
having worked for Macy’s
CA for 21 years. Debby
handles keeping the stores
stocked with interesting gifts.
4EXVSRWORS[XLI]GER½RH
gifts at Adirondack Cheese
Company.The retail segment
of their business grows
every year.
Adirondack Cheese’s
wholesale, mail order, and
retail business goes year
round. Adirondack Cheese
will ship you their bars,
blocks, wheels and spreads
as well as other specialty
foods all year long. An
Adirondack Cheese gift
box makes a perfect gift for
anyone.They have a variety
of gift boxes to choose from
and shipping is included
within the continental United States.
Tony Leiker explained that
biggest growth for Adirondack Cheese Company is
with its wholesale enterprise. The more cheese
they can get to the retailers;
the more great Adirondack
Cheese products are available. The wholesale side of
the business is also the most
time consuming. Tony meets
with stores.They do tastings
with stores, small chains, and
specialty shops. Adirondack Cheese Company is
currently available from the
Hudson Valley to New York
City, in the Adirondacks,
Lake George, Albany, from
Buffalo, to New Jersey and
Connecticut, and more.
Adirondack Cheese
Company offers premium
grade cheeses. Any cheese
with their label is 100%
guaranteed to be like no
other.Their NYS Cheddar Cheese products are
unique and aged to perfection. Adirondack Cheese
Company cheeses are the
perfect accompaniment for

jalapeno, sun-dried tomato & basil, garlic, dill, and
hickory smoked (for 5- and
7-year old call for availability
and pricing). Adirondack
Cheese Company’s Cheddar
Wheels are a perfect way
to take home the award
winning New York State
Cheddar. The tangy cheese
MW[VETTIHMRE¾EZSVWIEPMRK
coat of old-fashioned black
wax.
A typical week for Adirondack Cheese Company
starts off with Monday’s
orders and planning,

Co-owner, Tony Leiker holds one of the popular cheddar cheese wheels
offered at the Adirondack Cheese Company.
your favorite wine, beer, or
cocktail. All of Adirondack
Cheese Company’s products
are hand packed. Unlike
other “larger, mass producing
cheese retailers,” Adirondack
Cheese Company provides
personalized service.
Whether it is a spread,
cheddar block, cheese bars,
or cheese wheels you will
notice the difference that
small batches and artisanal
TVMHIQEOIWMRXLIWI½RI
cheeses. Adirondack Cheese
Company spreads include:
cheddar, horseradish, port
wine, garlic & herb, hot

pepper, jalapeno horseradish,
bacon horseradish, dill, buffalo wing, peppercorn, sundried tomato & basil, blue
cheese, smokehouse bacon,
orange-honey cranberry and
maple bacon. Their cheddar
blocks, NYS cheddar cheese,
are available in 5 lbs. or 2 ½
lbs of either their old fashioned extra aged or extra
sharp Adirondack white
gold. Adirondack Cheese
bars are available in: sharp,
extra sharp, 3-year, white
KSPHERH¾EZSVIHGLIHHEVW
peppercorn, pepperoni,
horseradish, buffalo wing
(hot!), bacon horseradish,

Tuesday sees the various spreads being made,
Wednesday is cutting and
packing the different types
of cheddar,Thursday is
“Curdsday,” Adirondack
Cheese Company packs and
delivers the fresh cheese
curd, and Friday is another
block cutting day where they
try to get ahead for the next
Monday.
Some of the local events
that Adirondack Cheese
attends included. Remsen
Barn Fest, Sauquoit Valley
Fine Arts & Crafts Show, and
Little Falls Cheese Festival
(when it rolls around again
next year). This past July
they sold out of cheese curd
by noon and everything
else by 3 at the inaugural
Little Falls Cheese Festival.
One of the ironic things
that holds the Adirondack
Cheese Company back from
attending a lot of shows is
the freshness of their product; it has to be refrigerated
so they are limited by the
distance they can travel
from Barneveld.
Adirondack Cheese
Company’s spreads are top
WIPPIVWERHRI[¾EZSVWSJ
spreads are always on the
LSVM^SREWRI[¾EZSVTVS½PIWEVIHMWGSZIVIH 8LI]
have already added maple
bacon cheddar and their
orange-honey cranberry
sold so well it is made year
round now.

This 40 pound cheddar cheese brick gets cut into 64 blocks of cheese by
using their harp.

Adirondack Cheese has become a self-supporting business. Tony Leiker explained
that they intend to keep
growing with controlled
growth; slow and steady but
they are determined to stay
a specialty cheese purveyor.
For more information visit:
www.adirondackcheese.com
or follow them on Facebook: Adirondack Cheese
Company. T
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Mechanical Marvel
By Joseph Parzych

steam billowed
from the boiler
and the kitchen
became an inferno. Her hair, wet
with sweat stuck
to her face. And,
with a half dozen
kids underfoot,
she never quite
got caught up.

We lived on a small farm
far from any telephone or
electricity. My mother was
expected to cook, clean and
can, care for horses, cows,
pigs, chickens, the garden,
and six kids under the age of
thirteen.
Washday was a nightmare.
My mother lugged water
into the house from the
VEMRFEVVIPTEMPF]TEMPXS½PP
a big copper boiler sitting
on top of a glowing woodstove.When the water was
hot, she transferred it into
a washtub, scrubbed every
piece of dirty clothing on
a metal scrub-board, ran it
through the wringer into
rinse water and back again.

7LIVI½PPIHXLIFSMPIVXS
boil grease-stained work
clothes in brown lye soap
to loosen the dirt. Soon

When a Sears
Roebuck salesman drove into
the yard with a
gasoline washer
on the back of a
pickup truck, he
greeted her by
saying, “Lady; have
I got the machine for you.”
He had no trouble persuading her that a free trial was

a great idea, and had the
machine puttering merrily
on the back step landing in
no time. He showed Mother
how to operate it, gave a
cheery wave and drove off
in a cloud of dust.
As soon as one batch of
laundry was done, we’d start
another, pausing only long
enough to change the water
when it got too murky. Soon
the clotheslines were full.
We began hanging laundry
on the barbwire fence.Then
the machine died. Mother
went into a panic, thinking
we’d worked the poor thing
to death. But, it was only out
of gas. I siphoned gasoline
from our saw rig and got
the washer going again.

We took down curtains
and stripped the beds.“Take
off your clothes,” she said,
and she washed those, too.
We were now half naked,
laying laundry on the lawn
to dry, eventually reaching
SYXMRXSXLILE]½IPH;LIR
the last of the laundry was
laid, the farm looked like a
clothing factory had exploded. My mother was ecstatic,
her hopes were high. But
when my father came home,
he just shook his head.
My mother watched, tears
brimming, as the Sears truck
drove away from the farm
with that wonderful washer.
“Don’t worry, Ma,” my older
sister Emmy said, putting her
arm around her.“Someday
I’ll get a job and I’ll buy you

that washing machine.”
Not long after that, Emmy
left home to work as a maid
for $3 a week. As soon as
she saved up the $5 down
payment, Sears delivered the
washer to the farm.The day
it arrived, my mother’s eyes
glistened and she couldn’t
stop smiling. She had water
on to heat before the Sears
MRWXEPPIV½RMWLIHFSVMRKE
LSPIMRXLIOMXGLIR¾SSVJSV
the exhaust pipe.
When Emmy came home
that evening, they sat in the
kitchen, side by side, listening
to that mechanical marvel
humming its “Chunka-chunk”
song.T

MLB Commissioner, Rob Manfred addresses the Rome Area Chamber of Commerce
At every appearance,
whether metropolis or a
small upstate city, Manfred
was questioned ad nauseum about Rose, whom he
QIXJSVXLI½VWXXMQIEXXLI
All-Star game recently in
Cincinnati.
Rose, 74, played from 1963
to 1986, predominantly with
the Cincinnati Reds and
managed them from 1984
to 1989. But in 1989, he was
charged with gambling on
baseball and betting on his
own team.

Rob Manfred Jr. addressed the 103rd anniversary business meeting
of the Rome Area Chamber of Commerce on July 24 at The Beeches
restaurant.
By PAT MALIN
When Rob Manfred Jr.
became major league baseball’s 10th commissioner last
January. the job came along
with excess baggage by the
name of Pete Rose.
Rose, who is greatly
beloved and simultaneously
hated by baseball fans, is
serving a lifetime suspension from the game.Yet he
still remains the talk of the
baseball world.
Rose’s name was on everyone lips, including Manfred’s,
as they appeared at the annual Hall of Fame induction
ceremonies in Cooperstown
on July 25-26. Manfred
QEHILMW½VWXETTIEVERGIEW
commissioner at baseball’s
premier event of the year.
Rose, meanwhile, played his

usual role as the pathetic
outsider-looking-in/innocent
victim who remains highly
sought after by autograph
hounds.
On the eve of the Hall of
Fame ceremonies, Manfred,
a Rome native, returned
home for a brief visit. He
addressed the 103rd anniversary business meeting of
the Rome Area Chamber of
Commerce on July 24 at The
Beeches restaurant and met
with the local press.
On Sunday, July 26, he
watched as a few good men,
Craig Biggio, Randy Johnson,
Pedro Martinez and John
Smoltz were inducted into
the hall of Fame. Just hours
later, Manfred was himself
tapped for the Rome Sports
Hall of Fame.

Then-baseball commissioner Fay Vincent insisted
that Rose be “permanently
ineligible” for the Baseball
Hall of Fame. It wasn’t until
2004 that Rose, in his autobiography, actually confessed
to betting on the Reds while
he was manager.
But just two months ago,
an ESPN investigation
revealed Rose had actually
bet on his team while he
was still a player.That didn’t
stop “Charlie Hustle” from
being cheered by thousands
of hometown fans at the
All-Star game.
Rose has all the gaudy
statistics, and more, of those
most recent inductees. He
is unquestionably one of
the top 10 performers in
the history of baseball, if
arguably not No. 1. He holds
records galore. One only has
to remember the acclaim he
got, deservedly, on September 11, 1985 when he
smashed Ty Cobb’s all-time
record with his 4,192nd hit.

At every appearance since
XEOMRKSJ½GI1ERJVIHLEW
stated he is willing to meet
Rose and discuss his case.
Manfred insisted he has
not made any decision on
whether to upheld the suspension imposed by Vincent
and continued under his
successor, Bud Selig.

“I get a lot of mail, both
good and bad (on Rose),”
Manfred said following
his address to the Rome
Chamber.

played Little League baseball,
“but I wasn’t good at it,” he
noted. Instead, he carved
out notable success on the
tennis courts.

During that speech, Manfred drew upon his childhood memories of growing
up in Rome. Naturally, he

Manfred, who turns 58 on
Sept. 28, graduated as valedictorian from Rome Free
Academy in 1976. He went
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Stock up on students’ tech supplies
such as tablets, computers and smartboards
are part of daily lessons. Although some
educators believe overuse of such devices
in the classroom can have a negative impact
SRWXYHIRXWERHQEOIMXQSVIHMJ½GYPXXS
capture and hold students’ attention, many
feel that technology integrated into the curriculum improves students’ learning processes
and outcomes, noting that interactive media
and use of technology are conducive to project-based learning.
Many students already know how to browse
the Internet, create blogs or manipulate
photos. But they may not know how to make
use of digital resources with regard to their
education. Students cannot learn such lessons
unless they are equipped with the tools to
facilitate digital learning. Parents who want
their youngsters to embrace technology as
part of their education may want to consider
the following devices.
* Internet-ready devices: Internet-ready
devices include desktop computers, laptops, Chromebooks, tablets, and even
smartphones. Assignments may require
that students use the Internet, and many of
today’s teachers create their own websites
where they list assignments or post links to
supplemental materials. Students may have
to confer with teachers via email or share
materials with classmates.

Shopping for back-to-school supplies was
once limited to picking up a few folders,
spiral-bound notebooks and assorted writing
implements. But today’s students need much

more, including a variety of technological
gadgets, to keep up with their classmates.
Technology is now an integral part of many
classrooms, where Internet-ready devices

* Word-processing applications: Whether
students are writing a 20-page term paper
or have to type up a short summary for a
homework assignment, eventually they will
need access to word-processing software
that includes basic typing, editing and desktop
publishing functions. Many computer software bundles come with a word processor
pre-installed. If not, software is available for
purchase or parents can download free
shareware. Examples of word-processing
software include Microsoft Word,Word-

perfect,TextMaker, Corel Write, and Google
Docs.
* High-speed Internet: Households that
have not yet upgraded to digital Internet
services are well behind the times. Many
GEFPIERH½FIVSTXMGXIPIZMWMSRTVSZMHIVWRS[
offer television, Internet and phone bundles
for reasonable fees. Compared to the dial-up
services and initial coaxial Internet of yesteryear, today’s Internet speeds are light years
ahead. Students who need to stream movies
or other content or upload and download
PEVKITMGXYVISVXI\X½PIWSJXIR½RHLMKL
speed Internet invaluable.
* Digital planners: Many devices come with
calendars and planner functions built in, and
those that don’t can often be upgraded by
simply downloading an app that performs
such functions. A calendar is a handy tool
for students who need to keep current on
assignments and tests, extracurricular activities and other important dates to remember.
Students may want to lean toward a calendar
app that is integrated across many platforms.
This way calendar events can be synched and
viewed on phones, laptops and tablets.
* Phones:Smartphones are akin to mini
computers capable of more functions than
one can imagine. Kids can use their phones
to get a head start on homework assignments or to email teachers if they forget an
assignment at school. In addition, students
who have their own smartphones can easily
contact their parents in case of emergencies,
and parents can rest easy knowing their kids
are always just a phone call or text message
away.
Depending on the courses they take,
students may need additional gadgets, such
as graphing calculators, scanners and printers.
Parents can speak their kids’ teachers to
determine which devices will support lessons
students are learning in the classroom. T

Rob Manfred from previous___________________
on to LeMoyne College in
Syracuse, but transferred
after two years to Cornell University. He then
obtained a degree from
Harvard Law School
Manfred was welcomed
to his hometown with a

reception worthy of Babe
Ruth. Manfred was greeted
warmly by those who fondly
remembered his family.
His father was a respected
coach who somehow found
time to help local youth,
despite working fulltime at
Revere Copper and Brass.

Rome businessman Gene
Blackburn, president of the
board of the United Way of
Rome and Western Oneida County, observed the
crowd around Manfred at
the Beeches and remarked,
“There’s only one guy in

the world who can hold the
title of major league baseball
commissioner and to think
he’s from Rome!”
Manfred began his career
as a law clerk in Boston. He
then became a partner at
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius, a
TVIWXMKMSYWPE[½VQ MVSRically the original owners
of the MLB.com website),
specializing in labor relations
and employment law.
It was that expertise, not
his athletic background, that
attracted the attention of
Major League Baseball. He
began working with the
baseball owners during collective bargaining sessions in
1987. During the disastrous
players’ strike that wiped
out the 1994–95 season,
he served as the owners’
outside counsel.
He was hired by MLB
FEWIFEPP JYPPXMQIMREW

executive vice president of
economics and league affairs.
He negotiated the league’s
½VWXHVYKXIWXMRKEKVIIQIRX
with the players association
in 2002.
Over the next 10 years,
he continued to represent
the owners and earned
their gratitude as the players
approved a series of new
contracts.
He became a trusted advisor to commissioner Selig,
and in 2013 when Manfred
was promoted to baseball’s
GLMIJSTIVEXMRKSJ½GIVLI
was deemed Selig’s heir
apparent.
Also in 2013, Manfred led
MLB’s investigation of the
Biogenesis scandal, which
implicated current Yankees
star Alex Rodriguez, among
others, in using performance-enhancing drugs. Last
fall, after Selig announced his
retirement, a majority of the

30 baseball owners voted
for the lawyer, rather than
one of their peers to lead
the league.
Already Manfred has
introduced innovations, such
as speeding up the pace of
the game. At the Beeches
press conference, he said his
priority as commissioner is
to keep youth involved in
baseball. He emphasized that
MLB is now a “clean” sport,
free of scandal.
He was asked if he recalled
any meaningful advice from
his father.“Yes, he always
told me a big part of life is
to give back to the community.”
In case you’re wondering,
can a baseball commissioner
root for his favorite team?
Manfred said his father is a
Yankees fan, so it’s easy to
conclude, like father, like
son.T
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Dixie

By Terry Berkson

To recap last issue’s story,
it was 1965 and we were
soldiers out on bivouac in
Germany. Whizzer, a private
from New York City, gets
into a debate about The
Civil War with Meyers, a
sergeant from New Orleans
and an argument about an
entirely different subject
ensues.
The other soldiers jumped
between us before any
blows could be exchanged.
Meyers broke free of their
grip, glared at me and once
again left the place without
saying a word. I apologized
to the startled Germans
and began to straighten the
disrupted tables and chairs.
In a short time we were
back to our beers and the
rosy-cheeked harmonica
player was back to his music.
-X[EWEWXLSYKLXLIWGYJ¾I
had never taken place.
About an hour later, those
of us who had remained at
the gasthaus were leaving
when Sergeant Polaris, Myers friend, came out of the
dark just outside the front
door, called my name and
tapped me on the shoulder.
When I turned towards him,
E½WX[MXLXLIJYPP[IMKLXERH
force of Meyers 230 pounds
landed just below my left
eye. My teeth crunched
and my nose cracked as I
slumped against a wall. I
didn’t lose consciousness
but I was dazed as Meyers
stood in front of me with his
½WXWXMKLXIRIH0YGOMP],EMley and Bartle got between
us because they knew if I
raised my hands, Meyers
would have pulverized me.
Though he outweighed me
by about 65 pounds I think I
could have gotten at least a
few licks in because in basic
training I had defeated the
sergeant who was our hand
to hand combat instructor.
Bushwacked the way I was,
left me defenseless. Meyers
WIIQIHXSFIWEXMW½IH[MXL
the damage he’d done and
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-part two
in a short time headed back
to camp with Polaris and
of all soldiers,Whizzer, the
guy Myers had been arguing
with.
On the way back through
XLI[SSHW,EMPI]I\TPEMRIH
to me what he thought
had happened that I wasn’t
aware of:
“Big mouth Whizzer got
Meyers all steamed up
about The Civil War as
though he was talkin’ about
a baseball game. Myers
was mad but he tried not
to show it. When he asked
you, a guy from Brooklyn,
to stand when they played
“Dixie”, you did. You were
just showin’ respect. But,
Meyers was already angry and there you were,
a Yankee at hand, while
Whizzer wisely faded into
the background. Myers used
your crack about calling him
and Polaris ‘children’ to vent
his rage. If Whizzer had said
anything more, he would’ve
gotten it.You picked up
the tab for Whizzer’s wise
mouth.”
My face throbbed as
,IEPI]XEPOIHERH-[EPOIH
through the woods weighing his analysis of what had
happened.
To our surprise, a soldier
on guard duty was waiting at
SYVTYTXIRX,IWEMHXLEX
Major Otis, the commanding
SJ½GIV[ERXIHXSWIIQI
NYWXQIRSX,IEPI]SVER]one else. Sergeants Meyers
and Polaris had raced back
to camp, reporting that they
LEHLIEVH-[EW%;30EX
a gasthaus, that they went to
get me, that I had resisted
and had fought with Sergeant Myers. By now I must
have looked like a mess. My
eye was swollen shut and
dried blood from my nose
was smeared on my face.
When questioned, I just kept
my mouth shut not wanting
to implicate any of the other
KY]W[LSLEHFIIR%;30
and who could have backed

Vessels like those that held the brew that fueled the fight
up my account of what
happened. I don’t think the
major believed Myers’ story
but it was probably easiest
to deal with his version because a sergeant slugging a
private, without provocation,
would have been a lot more
complicated. So, I was the
fall guy who took the blame
and the punishment.
Even worse, word got
around that the quiet southern sergeant from New
Orleans asked the Yankee
from Brooklyn if he would
stand up when they played
“Dixie” and when I said,
“No,” he let me have it. A
common jest from guys who
didn’t know the truth was,
±,I]&VSSOP]R[SYPH]SY
stand up if they played “Dixie?” Unfortunately, Bartle
LEHXVERWJIVVIHERH,IEP]
was too quiet a guy to set
the record straight. Also, it
was frustrating to know that
the two sergeants had set
me up. Polaris had tapped
me on the shoulder and 230
pounds of Myers’ frustration
ran into me like a freight
XVEMR0YGOMP]Q]RSWI[EW
fractured but not displaced
and only an eye tooth was

broken. But, for weeks, my
raw meat of an eye attracted attention wherever I
went.
One night while I was
having a beer at Gasthaus
4½WXIVIVMR0YH[MKWFYVK
I observed a young man

rolling a cigarette. When
he noticed me watching, he
rolled a second cigarette
and invited me to join him
at his table. It wasn’t long
before he asked me how I
got the “blau Auge”, which
literally means blue eye
in German. I told him my
story and from then on we
became fast friends. Several nights a week I’d meet
Schlango, that was his nick
REQIEXXLI4½WXIVIV[LIVI
he and many of his comrades and their girlfriends
would play cards or fuss ball
or talk sports and automobile racing. I was always the
only American there--like an
ex-patriot in a way--thinking
that it was safer to drink
with these friends than with
soldiers who bushwhack
you when they’ve had a few
beers.
Today, I doubt if Meyers even remembers the
incident. It was a kind of
VIZIVWEP0MOI8LI2SVXLMR
The Civil War, he was the
victor and didn’t suffer the
frustration and humiliation
of defeat. I, on the other

hand, like The South, had lost
a “battle” that was fought for
reasons that were deliberately distorted. There’s a
phrase I often hear:“The
South remembers.” I think
the incident in Germany
enabled me to better understand what those words
mean.
As for Meyers, in the
months that followed, I often
observed that he’d show up
for morning formation with
scrapes and bruises on his
face and knuckles. I think
he and Polaris had a regular
routine where Polaris would
set a guy up and Meyers
would launch the attack. I
never talked to him again,
though one night when he
was on duty at a desk where
I had to sign in, I was tempted to sucker punch him
the way he did me, but the
“war” was over and the best
XLMRKXSHS°EWHMJ½GYPXEW
it might have been--was to
forget about it. Obviously, I
haven’t.Whenever I hear the
song “Dixie,” I think of Myers
and the phrase,“The South
remembers.” T
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On the edge
By Joan O. Scharf
“All my friends are dating. I
don’t see why I can’t!” Her
lipstick pink lower lip stuck
out in a sulky expression.
Continuing to snip green
beans at the kitchen counter,
Addie looked over at her
SPHIWXHEYKLXIVPIERMRKHI½antly against the refrigerator.
She was clad in jeans and
an oversized sweatshirt that
hid her underdeveloped slim
½KYVI %HHMIGSYPHWXMPPHMWcern a sprinkling of freckles
scattered across her face.
“As I said, your father and I
talked about it and we think
14 is too young, especially
since the boy who asked
you out is 17.”
“But Mom, he’s reliable!
He gets good grades. And
besides, he’s the cutest boy
in school. Pleeeese…It’s
only to a movie.”

Addie wavered. “Oh, God,
help me! I wish kids came
with blueprints. It’s so hard
to know what the right
decision should be.” She
momentarily closed her
eyes. A memory edged its
way into her mind…

mother said? The answer is
no.” When her father used
that tone, she knew there
was no space for argument.
;MXLELYJJ]¾SYVMWLWLI
stomped off to her room,
outwardly angry, but secretly
relieved. She had never
been on a date and wasn’t
sure she was ready to be
alone in a car with a boy.
Especially one as popular
as Melvin. Now she had a
good face-saving excuse for
not being able to accept his
offer. She could tell him and
the rest of her friends, with
HVEQEXMG¾EMV±-GER´XKS1]
parents won’t let me!”

**********************
“It’s not fair! All the other
kids are going! Melvin is a
good driver.” She was sitting
cross legged on the blue living room couch, whining to
go to a dance and stubbornly pushing back against her
parents’ objections.
“I don’t care what ‘all the
other kids’ do. You’re OUR
daughter, and we feel you
are too young to start dating,” Addie’s mother said.
Not one to give in easily,

**********************
she turned to her father.
“Daddy, I promise I’ll come
right home after the dance.
Can’t I go just this once?”

He lowered the newspaper
he was reading and his dark
eyes connected with hers.
“Didn’t you hear what your

Addie straightened her
shoulders. Her voice was
½VQERHWXIEH] ±7SVV] Q]

dear. You will have plenty
of time to date when you
are older. My answer is no.”
Her tone softened as she
added,“Someday when you
have your own kids, you’ll
understand.” T

“

The best way
to keep
children at
home is to
make the home
atmosphere
pleasant, and
let the air out
of the tires.
~Dorothy Parker

911 To the Rescue
“Nothing; just pains in my
hands. I can barely stand it,”
I said.
“Well, come on in”, she
said with a bored sigh,“We’ll
take a look.”

By Joseph Parzych
Seven or eight attractive
young ladies surrounded me
as I lay on the bed.
“Where’s your wallet?” one
of them demanded. I handed
it to her.“Do you have any
money?”
“Yes,” I replied.
“Take off your pants.”
“My mother warned me
about women like you,” I
said. She didn’t smile. A bevy
of the ladies descended
upon me, stripping me to
my shorts.
“Do you want to take off
your shorts?”
“Maybe I better not.”
Apparently they were just
taking a survey, because they
whipped those off, too. Soon
I was dressed in a johnny
with my bare backside open
to the breeze. Someone

stuck a clipboard in front of
me.“Sign here,” she commanded.
“What am I signing?”
“This is a form that states
that you understand the
privacy laws protecting you.”
“I’ll sign, but there doesn’t
seem to be much privacy
around here to protect.”
It had all started when I
awoke at three o’clock one
morning with my hands
hurting. It felt like “chill
blains”, the pain of thawing
half frozen hands too quickly.
At about six o’clock, I could
no longer stand the pain
and I drove to the Baystate
Franklin Medical Emergency
room.The ER waiting room
was empty.The receptionist
did not seem particularly
concerned that my hands
hurt.The triad nurse asked if
I had chest pains, neck pains,
arm pains, or back pains.

No one seemed particularly concerned until a blood
test detected enzymes
indicating that I was having a
heart attack.They gave me a
clot buster shot and quickly
loaded me into an ambulance for a fast ride to Bay
7XEXI1IHMGEPMR7TVMRK½IPH
1%PMKLXW¾EWLMRKWMVIR
wailing.
3RISJXLI½VWXHSGXSVW
to greet me was Dr. James
Arcoleo in the catheter lab.
“I know this guy,” he said.
“Oh, oh,” I thought.“This is
payback time.” The last time
I’d seen Dr. Arcoleo was
when I’d reprimanded him
for his bedside manner. He’d
been treating my wife for
heart failure and had given
her a brutal assessment
of her medical condition,
telling her that her reserve
was gone and that she was
“all done”. Hearing that she
was doomed threw her
into deep despair, requiring
a series of retail therapy
sessions at Wilsons Department Store to bring her out
of it. I was able to convince
her that she’d misunderstood the doctor, and that
we were buying her a new

wardrobe of fancy new
clothes because we were
going to be going places and
doing things.We never did;
but she was happy looking
forward to these happy
times that, unfortunately,
never took place.
Back at the catheter lab I
assured Dr. Arcoleo.“You’ve
mistaken me for my evil
twin.”
“I didn’t know you had a
twin brother.”
“Oh, yes.We’re both
named Joe.”
“Do you have any misgivings about me performing
this procedure in view of my
treatment of your late wife?”
“You performed a minor
miracle in keeping my wife

alive for quite some time
from this very lab, and I
JIIPGSR½HIRXXLEX]SY´PP

do as well for me.” I made
no mention of his bedside
manner lapse. Dr. Arcoleo’s
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Cost-Conscious Ways to Ship Packages
9RHIVWXERHLS[WLMTTMRKVEXIWEVIGEPGYPEXIHHMJJIVIRXP]
EQSRKQENSVGEVVMIVW7SQISJXLIQENSVGEVVMIVWMRXVS
HYGIHETVMGMRKW]WXIQXLEXHIXIVQMRIWTVMGMRKFEWIHSR
HMQIRWMSREP[IMKLX (-1 GLEVKMRKJSVETEGOEKI´WSZIVEPP
HIRWMX] FSXLXLIGYFMGWTEGIETEGOEKISGGYTMIWVIPEXMZI

XSMXW[IMKLX -RXLITEWXQSWXTEGOEKIWWQEPPIVXLERXLVII
GYFMGJIIX[IVIGLEVKIHF][IMKLXSRP]'YWXSQIVW[MPPRS[
FIVIWTSRWMFPIJSVXLIKVIEXIVSJXLIEGXYEP[IMKLXSV(-1
[IMKLXWSMRQER]GEWIWTVMGIW[MPPFILMKLIV'LSSWMRKE
WLMTTIV[MXLEZEVMIX]SJGSWXWEZMRKWSPYXMSRWMWSRI[E]XS
SZIVGSQIXLIWIGSWXMRGVIEWIW
±8LI974SWXEP7IVZMGIMWGLERKMRKERHMQTVSZMRKMRERYQ
FIVSJ[E]WERH[I[ERXGSRWYQIVWXSFIJYPP]MRJSVQIH
EFSYXSYVWIVZMGIWERHLS[XLI]GSQTEVIXSSXLIVW;I
SJJIVWIZIVEPTVMGMRKSTXMSRWXLEXGERTVSZMHIKVIEXWEZMRKW
WYGLEWSYRGIFEWIHTVMGMRKSV[IMKLXERH^SRITVMGMRK²
&YH^]RWOMWEMH±;I´VILIVIXSLIPTGPIEVYTER]GSRJYWMSR
ERHIRWYVI]SYEVIIQTS[IVIHXSQEOIXLIFIWXWLMTTMRK
HIGMWMSRJSV]SYVRIIHW²
:MWMX[[[YWTWGSQSVWTIEO[MXL]SYVPSGEPTSWXEPWIVZMGI
VITVIWIRXEXMZIXSPIEVRQSVIEFSYXLS[XLI4SWXEP7IVZMGI
MWEHZERGMRKRYQIVSYWTVSHYGXERHWIVZMGIMRRSZEXMSRWXS
FIXXIVWIVZIXLITYFPMG
4VSXIGXXLIGSRXIRXWSJ]SYVTEGOEKI7IPIGXEFS\WXVSRK
ERHPEVKIIRSYKLXSEGGSQQSHEXIGYWLMSRMRK9WIXMWWYI
MROJVIITEGOMRKTETIV JSEQSVFYFFPI[VETJSVHIPMGEXI
MXIQW'PSWIERHWLEOIXLIFS\-JMXVEXXPIWEHHEHHMXMSREP
TEHHMRKXSOIITMXIQWJVSQWLMJXMRK8ETIXLISTIRMRKSJXLI
FS\ERHVIMRJSVGIEPPWIEQW[MXLMRGL[MHIGPIEVSVFVS[R
TEGOEKMRKXETI
4PEGIEGEVHMRWMHIXLITEGOEKI[MXLXLIHIPMZIV]ERHVIXYVR
EHHVIWWIWXSIRWYVIXLIWEJIVIXYVRSJERMXIQXLEXGSYPH
RSXFIHIPMZIVIHMJXLIQEMPMRKPEFIPFIGSQIWHEQEKIHSV

JEPPWSJJ
)ZEPYEXIWTIGMEPX]WIVZMGIWWYGLEWMRWYVERGIERHXVEGOMRK
7SQIGEVVMIVWEYXSQEXMGEPP]MRWYVI]SYVTEGOEKIYTXSE
HIWMKREXIHEQSYRX&IWYVI]SYORS[XLIPMQMXEXMSRWERH
I\GPYWMSRWERHTYVGLEWIEHHMXMSREPGSZIVEKIMJRIIHIHXS
TVSXIGX]SYVWIPJMRGEWISJHEQEKISVPSWW
-REHHMXMSRXLIVIEVIRYQIVSYW[E]WEXEVERKISJTVMGI
TSMRXWXSOIITXVEGOSJ]SYVTEGOEKI[LMPIMXMWIRVSYXI
:EVMSYWXVEGOMRKSTXMSRWEVIEZEMPEFPIXSPIX]SYQSRMXSVE
TEGOEKI´WTVSKVIWWJVSQTMGOYTXSHIPMZIV]JEGXSVWWYGLEW
WTIIHERHXLIX]TISJGSR½VQEXMSR]SY[ERX[MPPMR¾YIRGI
XLIGSWX
;MXLWYGLE[MHIVERKISJSTXMSRWEZEMPEFPI ]SYEVIWYVIXS
½RHE½XJSV]SYVWTIGM½GWLMTTMRKRIIHW8EOMRKXMQIXSYR
HIVWXERHXLIZEVMSYWGEVVMIVWERHJIIWJSVWTIGMEPX]WIVZMGIW
[MPPLIPTQMRMQM^I]SYVI\TIRWIW[LMPIKIXXMRK]SYVTEGOEKI
WEJIP]XSMXWHIWXMREXMSR T

911 Continued from previous _______________________________
I\TPSVEXMSRSJQ]LIEVXGSR½VQIH
XLEX-RIIHIHERMQQIHMEXIF]TEWW
operation.
8LIWYVKISR(V*PEGO[SVOIHJVSQ
%1XS41WI[MRKMRWM\RI[F]TEWW
ZIMRWXLEXLI´HXEOIRJVSQQ]VMKLXPIK
-RVIGSZIV]VIPEXMZIWKEXLIVIH3RP]
X[SGSYPHZMWMXEXEXMQI JSVEZIV]PMQ
MXIHXMQI8LI]´HGSQIMRXSXLIVSSQ
JSVEPMXXPI[LMPI FYXWSSRERRSYRGI
XLEXXLI][IVIPIEZMRK±+SSHF]I²
XLI]´HWE]ERHPIEZI %JXIVIEGLSRI
WEMH±KSSHF]I²XLI½VWXX[SVIXYVRIH
XSWE]±LIPPS²ERHMREQMRYXISVWS
XLI]WEMH±+SSHF]I²ERHERRSYRGIH
XLEXXLI][IVIPIEZMRK7SSRX[S
QSVISJXLITVIZMSYWZMWMXSVWEVVMZIH
XSVITIEXXLI±LIPPS²ERH±KSSHF]I²
VSYXMRI
±;LEXEQ-TPE]MRKLIVI#²-EWOIHQ]
FVSXLIV0SYMW±;LEGOEQSPI#8LMW
MWXLIXLMVHXMQI-´ZIWEMH±KSSHF]I²
XS]SY)ZIV]SRIXIPPWQIXLEXXLI]´VI
PIEZMRKERHTVIXX]WSSRXLI]´VITST
TMRKYTFIWMHIQ]FIHEKEMR²
0SYMWPEXIVWEMHXLEX[LIRLILIEVH
QIWE]XLEXLIORI[-[EWKSMRKXSFI
3/
8LIMRXIRWMZIGEVIGEVHMEGYRMXKEZI
QII\GIPPIRXGEVI-X[EWMREVIKYPEV
VSSQXLEX-VERMRXSXVSYFPI8LI]
TPEGIHQIMREVSSQRI\XXSXLI
RYVWI´WWXEXMSRWSXLEX-´HKIXTVSQTX
WIVZMGIERHI\XVEKSSHGEVI1]½VWX
VSSQQEXILEH[MHIQSSHW[MRKW
KSMRKJVSQI\XVIQIP]LETT]XSZMSPIRX
½XWSJXIQTIV±-LEZIEGSRWXMXYXMSREP
VMKLXXSPSWIQ]XIQTIV²LI´HER
RSYRGIEXXLIXSTSJLMWPYRKWERHTVS
GIIHXSHIQSRWXVEXILMWVMKLXXSQEOI
IZIV]SRIIPWIQMWIVEFPI %XQMHRMKLX-
EWOIHLMQMJLIHMHR´XXLMROMX[EWXMQI

XSUYMIXHS[RERHKSXSWPIIT8LEX
WYKKIWXMSRXVMKKIVIHWYGLEXERXVYQ
XLEXMXXSSOQYGLSJXLIRYVWMRKWXEJJ
ERHWIGYVMX]TIVWSRRIPXSIWGSVXLMQ
XSEWMRKPIVSSQ-GSYPHLIEVLMQ
VERXMRKEFSYXLMWGSRWXMXYXMSREPVMKLXW
EPPXLI[E]1IER[LMPIXLI]´HXEOIRQI
SYXSJFIHERHTYXQIMRXSEGLEMV8LI
RYVWIFVSYKLXETMXGLIVSJ[EXIVERH
MRWXVYGXIHQIXSHVMROPSXWSJ[EXIV-
SFI]IH0EXIV[LIR-TYWLIHXLIGEPP
FYXXSRXSXIPPXLIVIWTSRHMRKXIGLRMGEP
EWWMWXERX RYVWIW´EMHI XLEX-[EWKSMRK
XSXLVS[YTWLIKEZIQIEXMR]PMXXPI
XVE]-IVYTXIHPMOIEKI]WIVKYWLMRK[E
XIVEPPSZIVQ]WIPJ-XSPHLIV-RIIHIH
EFMKKIVGSRXEMRIV7LIKSXQISRI
FYX-SZIVWLSXXLEXXSS %JXIVXLIXLMVH
IVYTXMSR-[EWWSEOIHJIIPMRKZIV]WMGO
WLMZIVMRKERHWLEOMRK8LIWQIPP[EWR´X
XLEXKVIEXIMXLIV;LIRXLIEMHIEKEMR
VIWTSRHIHEJXIVPSRKPEWX-VITIEXIHP]
EWOIHLIVXLVSYKLGLEXXIVMRKXIIXL
XLEXWLIGPIERQIYTKIXQIMRXSHV]
GPSXLIWERHFEGOMRXSFIH7LIWEMHWLI
GSYPHR´XKIXQIGPIERIHYTERHTYX
FEGOMRXSFIHF]LIVWIPJ
±;LEXEFSYXKIXXMRKLIPTJVSQSRI
SJXLSWITISTPI-LIEV]EOOMRKXLIMV
LIEHWSJJ#²
±8LI]´VIWSGMEPM^MRK-WMXEKEMRWXXLI
PE[XSWSGMEPM^I#²
±-XQMKLXFIMJETEXMIRXMWFIMRK
RIKPIGXIH²
±;IPP]SY´VINYWXKSMRKXSLEZIXSWMX
XLIVI²WLIWEMHEWWLIWXVSHISYX
±=SYXLMROWS#²-WEMHXSQ]WIPJ
-TMGOIHYTXLIXIPITLSRIERHHMEPIH
KMZMRKXLIQXLIVSSQRYQFIV
ERHXLIGMVGYQWXERGIWYVVSYRHMRKXLI
PEGOSJEZEMPEFPILIPTJVSQRYVWIW[LS
[IVIXSSFYW]WSGMEPM^MRK-EWOIHMJ

XLI]GSYPHWTEVIWSQISRIER]SRIXS
LIPTQIKIXFEGOMRXSFIH8LEXKSX
VIWYPXWMRELYVV]8LIWSGMEPM^MRKRYVWIW
[IVIEFPIXSXIEVXLIQWIPZIWE[E]
JVSQXLIMVWSGMEPM^MRKMREX[MROPMRK8LI
½VWXXLMRKERYVWIHMH[LIRWLIGEQI
MRXSXLIVSSQ[EWXSKVEFXLIXIPI
TLSRI[MXLFSXLLERHWERH]EROXLI
XIPITLSRI[MVISYXSJXLINEGO[MXLE
ZIRKIERGIFIJSVIKMZMRKQIEPIGXYVI
±(SR´X]SYIZIVHEVIGEPPEKEMR²
%JXIVXLIGEPPVIWTSRWIXSXLI
GEPPFYXXSR[EWI\XVIQIP]TVSQTX-
IZIRKSXRYVWMRKTIVWSRRIPJVSQSXLIV
TEVXWSJXLILSWTMXEPGSQMRKMRXSZMWMX
QI %TPIEWERXXIGLRMGEPEWWMWXERXJVSQ
ERSXLIVWIGXMSRGEQIMRXSTVEMWIQI
JSVQ]VIWSYVGIJYPRIWWWXSTTMRKF]XS
GLEXJVSQXMQIXSXMQI±-´QKSMRKXS
QMWW]SY²WLIWEMH[MXLEGLYGOPI±=SY
QEOIQIPEYKL²
&IJSVIXLIGEPPXS-´HEWOIHXS
LEZIEZIVXMGEP[MRHS[FPMRH½\IH
FIGEYWISRISJXLIWPEXWWXE]IHSTIR
EPPS[MRKE]EVHPMKLXXSWLMRIVMKLXMRXS
Q]I]IWEPPRMKLXQEOMRKMXHMJ½GYPXXS
WPIIT
±-XGER´XFI½\IHFIGEYWIMX´WFVSOI²
XLIRYVWIW´EMHILEHERRSYRGIH
-VITIEXIHQ]VIUYIWXEJXIVVIWSVXMRK
XS %QEMRXIRERGIQER[EWXLIVI
MRPIWWXLERQMRYXIW[MXLEPEHHIV
XSGPMQFYTERHTYXXLIIVVERXWPEX
FEGOMRXSTPEGI
3REWYFWIUYIRXZMWMXXSXLILSWTM
XEPJSVERIRXMVIP]HMJJIVIRXTVSFPIQ-
[ERXIHXSQEOIETLSRIGEPPFYXXLIVI
[EWRSTLSRIXSFIWIIR2SSRI
GSYPHXIPPQI[L]-LEHRSTLSRI
0EXIVXLEXHE]-LIEVHXLIXIPITLSRI
VMRKMRK-X[EWMRXLIGPSWIXT
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Stone Soup group.

hello
Hello Again,
A senior-gentleman had
an appointment with his
family doctor. When he was
preparing to leave he asked
the doctor. “Where is my
coat’? The doctor replied –
you are wearing it sir. “It’s
a good thing,” you told me
the patient said, or I would
have gone home without it.
When the patient returned
home his wife asked,“what
did the doctor say about
your drinking problem?
He said the only choice I
have to save my kidney is
abstinence. His wife asked,
“What are you going to
do about it? I agreed with
the doctors diagnosis of
abstinence as long as I can
practice it in moderation.

The good folks of Fort
Klock invite Stone Soup
each year to present an
evening of just plain fun.

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

Newports at nearly $11.00
per pack.
To cigarette smokers I’m
sure this is old information
– to non-smokers it must
be equivalent to a Ripley’s
Believe It Or Not.
If a Husband, wife and a
teenage son or daughter
each smoke 2 packs of
Newport cigarettes every
day the cost would add
up to nearly $66.00 per
day, $462.00 per week or
$24,024 per year.
What exactly are they
getting for their twenty
four thousand dollars? A
wonderful chance to die
from cancer of the lungs, a
heart attack years prior to
an old age.

Possibly the title or
heading for this Hello Again
should be “goodbye” or “so
long it’s been good to know
you” or even “cry your heart
out baby”. I believe either
of these suggested headlines
would attract more reader
interest than:
Cigarette smoking causes
more than 480,000 deaths
each year in the United
States-With a paragraph lead
of “smoking causes more
deaths each year than all of
these combined”:
,YQER-QQYRSHI½GMIRG]
virus (HIV)
• Illegal Drug Use
• Alcohol use
• Motor Vehicle Injuries
Possibly we can chat
about the following, which
might have greater meaning:
New York State imposes
an excise tax on cigarettes
at the rate of $4.35 per
package of twenty cigarettes.
Our state’s largest city –
New York City, imposes an
additional local city tax at
the rate of $1.50 per pack
of 20 cigarettes bringing a
combined tax rate in the
city to $5.85.
Recently I visited one of
our local convenience stores
and asked what brand
of cigarettes is the most
expensive. The answer was

I realize that the following
statement may be loaded
with blarney but just maybe
it’s not:
If everyone in the United
States stopped smoking
or using tobacco in any
form 30-40 percent of our
doctors and nurses would
have to look for a new way
of life, and the credit card
companies which depend
on collecting those outrageous – 20-25% interest
charges would have to turn
to some honest way of life
to do business. Naturally
your cost of health insurance would take a fantastic
and needed – drop.
Let’s take a few minutes
break. The old barn at Ft.
Klock near St. Johnsville was
packed with smiles, friendly
foot stompings and happy
applause while enjoying just
good listening music and humor presented by the local

I am not a big fan of Mr.
Obama, our President or
any other advocate of Big
Government. But – on February 4, 2009 the Children’s
Health Insurance Program
Reauthorization Act of 2009
was signed into law. Which
raised the federal tax rate
for cigarettes on April 1,
2009 from $.039 per pack
to $1.01 per pack. This tax
could have prevented smokers from purchasing more
cigarettes, but it didn’t.
I am sure the increase
in cigarette tax was not to
slow down the number of
cancer patients and deaths
but simply to give the
ever-growing government
more money to waste.
With all of Mr. Obama’s
guff about the bad rich people and the helpless poor
people, most heavy smokers
are poor people. Hence
along with their cigarette
cough they are actually
coughing up most of the
increase in Obama’s tax.
While smarting over the
fortune individuals, companies and governments
are donating to the Clinton Foundation. I thought
maybe it would be smart to
cozy up a little and offer to
donate a few of our hard
earned bucks. So I visited
their beautifully appointIHSJ½GISR4EVO%ZIRYI
;LIR-IRXIVIHXLISJ½GI
it was devoid of a receptionist (so much for creating
jobs). There were two
doors marked Gentleman
and Ladies. I went through
the door marked Gentlemen and found two other
doors marked Conservative
and Liberal. I opened the
door marked conservative and found myself in
another room with two
more doors - those making
over $100,000 and those
making less than $100,000.
I opened the door making
less than $100,000. I went
through the door of making
less and found two more
doors labeled “willing to
donate $10,000 or more” or
“willing to donate less than
$10,000.” I went through the
door labeled “$10,000 or
less” and found myself back
on the street.
You were expecting a
little blarney.The above is
blarney but with a little kick
and truth to it.The Clinton
Foundation is receiving

millions of dollars.What
do those donors expect to
get for their money? Has it
already been agreed upon?
What do you think?
Yesterday while riding on
the little red Spyder a man
standing next to a lady in a
wheelchair waved with both
hands. The lady waved with
one. It made the cockles of
this old Irish heart sing with
Hello Again. This valley is
still alive with loving and caring people. My prayer for
those two, may God Bless
and care for you.
Fred Lee
P.S. 70 years ago 129,000
people in Japan were killed
when two atomic bombs
dropped in Nagasaki and Hiroshima. It has been accepted as one of the greatest
examples of the “wrongness” of war. Over 400,000
will die in the United States
this year from cancer mostly
caused by smoking. And
what is the most powerful
nation on earth doing about
it? Collecting tobacco taxes.
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Pass the cake
By Joan O. Scharf

It was Cheri’s idea. She
had suggested the two of
them go off on a sisters’
weekend together, and

said she would make the
arrangements. In the beginning, Nicole was reluctant,
and hinted at making it a
‘husbands included’ trip, but

the enthusiasm in Cheri’s
voice convinced her otherwise.

going without you?
Cheri’s driving, and we’ll be
staying at the Equinox Hotel.
We’ll leave this afternoon
and by home on Sunday.”

“No husbands allowed on
this trip, Nicki. I know it’s
expensive, but we’re going
to splurge and give ourselves the royal treatment.
4EGOEJI[JERG]SYX½XWERH
we’ll do it up right.”

Nicole braced herself for a
series of questions, but Ryan
quickly gave his approval.
He didn’t seem to mind
staying home by himself. A
bit surprised, Nicole slowly
replaced the receiver. She
thought he would be reluctant to have her go without
him, or at least ask for a few
details.

Nicole switched the phone
to her left ear, cradling it
with her shoulder as she
VYQQEKIHEVSYRHXS½RH
a pencil to jot down the
details.
“Cheri, did you say we’re
going to stay at the Equinox
Hotel? Ryan and I stopped
there one time for a Sunday
brunch. It’s beautiful!”
“Yes, it’ll be great, and fall
is the best time of the year
to go. Vermont’s leaves are
almost at peak now and the
ride should be spectacular.
We appreciate the views,
but our husbands aren’t big
fans.”
“I guess you’re right,”
Nicole replied. “Ryan says,
‘Once you’ve seen one
hillside of colorful trees,
you’ve seen them all.’ I’m
the one doing all the oohs
and aahs.”

“I know you’ve been wanting to go to those outlets in
nearby Manchester,” Cheri
said. “If we leave this afternoon we’ll have all Saturday
to get a good head start on
our shopping, and then do
some leaf looking Sunday on
our way home.”
“You mean leave today?
So soon? I don’t know….I’ll
have to check with Ryan.
He already left for work.
Guess you’re right about
leaving our husbands home,
though. Ryan hates to shop
and usually sits in the car to
read or nap while I’m in the

stores.”
“There, you see? It’s
settled. Now hurry up and
pack.”
Nicole looked at the clock.
Ryan left a half hour ago
ERHWLSYPHFIEXXLISJ½GI
by now. She picked up the
phone again.
“Hi hon. Sorry to bother
you at work, but my sister
called me a few minutes ago.
Remember that shopping
trip to Manchester I mentioned awhile back? Well,
Cheri booked it for this
weekend. Do you mind my

She shrugged, and then sat
down to make out a list. So
much to do before leaving
this afternoon. Her navy
blue dress with the beaded
neckline needed to go to
the 1-hour dry cleaners, as
well as the suit Ryan wore
XSXLISJ½GI]IWXIVHE],I
must have spilled something
on it. Might as well start
there.
She was standing at the dry
cleaner’s counter routinely
going through the pockets
when her hand encountered
a folded cream color paper
in Ryan’s jacket pocket.
Ryan, thanks for lunch. You
are so creative.
Do you think Nicki suspects anything? See you
tomorrow. Lark
Nicole felt she was encased
in ice! Lark was one of
her closest friends.There
could be no mistaking that
name and handwriting. The
betrayal from two sides
was like a double edge knife
being slid between her ribs.
7LIJSYRHMXHMJ½GYPXXS
breath. Tears brimmed her
lower lids, but anger quickly
followed. How could they
do this to her! She and
Ryan had been married for
twenty-six years. Although
WLI[EWXYVRMRK½JX]MREJI[
weeks, she had kept herself
trim and attractive. Lark
was only four years younger…it wasn’t fair.
She would cancel her trip
with her sister. She would
HVMZIXS6]ER´WSJ½GIERH
confront him. She would
text her so called friend,
Lark, and tell her exactly
what she thought of her.
She would contact a divorce
lawyer. She would throw all
Ryan’s belongings out on the
lawn and lock the door……
In the end, she did none of
it. She went home, called
her sister, and read her the
note.
Continued on page 37
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Announcements

For Rent

# # # # #

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111

CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Help Wanted
HANDYMAN WANTED: Looking for experienced handyman
in Utica. Please call 845-5580088.

Legal Services

classified@leepub.com

Call Us
Today For
Your
Subscription
To:

CRAFTERS AND VENDORS WANTED! Valley
Fest, August 29. Twister Valley Sports Complex, Fort
Plain, NY. 11-7 Live music,
food and drink, and more!!!
Call
518-673-0141
to
reserve your space!

Automotive

GORGEOUS
HARVEST
HOME with 42x68 Morton
Building, 80 acres in Central
NY. Great Horse/ Hobby
Farm. 315-371-5166

Services Offered
DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

Cars, Trucks, Trailers

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $100 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
For Sale
SUNDANCE HOT TUB 3 person, 1 year old, price negotiable. 315-858-0021

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK: Small moves, clean
outs, lawn service, landscaping. 315-982-9302, 315-5422056

Real Estate For Sale

Editor
Editor
is our twice
a month
publication.
Advertising
from Small
Business, all the
way to personal
items.

888-596-5329
CLIP & SEND

BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

Real Estate For Sale

Real Estate For Sale
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MAIL
OR CALL

Just Good Reading

PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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“Wrinkles should merely indicate where smiles have been.”
—Mark Twain
ANSWERS
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$100 Contest Winner ~ You could be the next lucky reader
This issue’s lucky reader was Barb Kelsey of
,MRGOPI]&EVFGEPPIHMR[MXLKVIEXGSR½HIRGI
When Charity answered our phone and took
down Barb’s information she mentioned to
her that the winner would be drawn the
very next day. Barb’s answer? “Then I guess
you will be calling me tomorrow to tell me
-[SR²2S[XLEX´WGSR½HIRGI;LIR&EVF´W
name was drawn out of hundreds of entries
Charity told me she thought this was the
PEH][LSWSGSR½HIRXP]GPEMQIHLIVTVM^I
more than 24 hours earlier! After I made the
phone call, Charity’s suspicions were con½VQIH'SRKVEXYPEXMSRW&EVF
Barb picked up her issue at Barneveld Liquors. She said she really enjoys reading EDITOR and looks forward to every issue.When
asked what her favorite parts were she said,
“The diversity of the articles and the ads are
WSGSPSVJYPERHKVIEXXSVIEH²7LI½RHWXLI

Pass the Cake
from page 34

After a long thoughtful
pause, Cheri asked,“What
are you going to do?”
Nicole began to sob. “I
don’t know. I just don’t
know!”
“Nicki, listen to me. Please
don’t make any decision in
a hurry. Give yourself time
to cool off and think. Come
away for the week-end as
we planned and we can talk
about it. It would be the
best thing to do. And don’t
say a word about this to
anyone. Anyone! Promise
me?”
Reluctantly, Nicole agreed.
She hung up the phone and
stared at the list still on the
counter in front of her. After the dry-cleaner notation,
she had written:
Leave a meal in the refrig
for Ryan.
Bake a cake.
Grabbing a pencil, she
scribbled them out, nearly
ripping the paper. No way
would she cook or bake for
him again! Running around
behind her back like that.
And they would probably be
together this weekend while
she was away …unless…
2MGSPILEHE¾EWLSJMRWTMVEtion. Yes…she would bake a
cake for him after all.
Five minutes later, and she
was on her way to buy the
ingredients. First stop, the
grocery store, and second
the pharmacy where she
bought all fourteen boxes
of Ex-lax on the shelf. This
would be a chocolate cake
he wouldn’t forget. And it
would keep him at home

and away from Lark. Nicole
thought, now I know the
meaning of the phrase
‘sweet revenge!’

turned to their room, Cheri
heaped the packages in the
GPSWIXERH2MGSPI¾STTIH
on the bed.

he heard you mention the
Manchester outlets a few
weeks ago, and asked Lark
and me to help.”

The cake was a masterpiece. Three layers of extra
rich chocolate with creamy
fudge frosting. It looked like
it belonged in a bake shop
window. And Ryan loved
chocolate. Nicole smiled in
merciless satisfaction. The
note she left behind was
simple. “Enjoy.”

“Come on, Nicki. Get
dressed for dinner.”

Pinning a rosebud corsage
on her dress, Ryan slipped
his arm around her waist
ERHTPERXIHE½VQOMWWSR
her cheek. “I know we’re
celebrating a few weeks
ahead, but I wanted your
½JXMIXLXSFIEWTIGMEPWYVprise.”

Her sister picked her up in
late afternoon. Ryan hadn’t
come home yet, and Nicole
was thankful she didn’t have
to face him.
The Hotel Equinox was
charming with its gracious
hospitality and old fashioned
elegance, but Nicole found
MXHMJ½GYPXXSETTVIGMEXI7LI
refused to budge when
Cheri suggested the two of
them try one of the near-by
restaurants for dinner that
evening.
“I can’t do it. My stomach
is all in knots. Let’s just have
something light sent up by
room service.”
Cheri said,“I understand
how you must feel, so that’s
what we’ll do, but promise
me you won’t make any
hasty decisions about Ryan
tonight. Give yourself a little
more time. Until Sunday,
we won’t even mention his
name, okay? She crossed
the room to give Nichole
a warm hug. “Let’s try our
best to enjoy these few days
together. Please sis?”
The next day was spent
in therapeutic shopping.
It helped keep Nicole’s
thoughts from the heartache
back home. When they re-

“I’m tired from all that
walking and spending money.
Let’s get a quick sandwich
somewhere.”
“No way! We’re not going
to do that again tonight!
We indulged ourselves to
stay at this fancy hotel and
we’re not going to waste the
opportunity to have at least
one gourmet dinner here!
We deserve it. Besides, I’ve
already made reservations
for the dining room downstairs. Get your act in gear
and put on your clingy blue
dress. The one that shows
off your cute shape.”
Nicole stuck out her tongue
at Cheri, and couldn’t help
but smile. Her sister always
had an easygoing knack of
making her feel better. Reluctantly she showered and
dressed for dinner.
Downstairs, the tuxedoed
and smiling maitre’d led
them to a large alcove off
the main dining room. The
EVIE½VWXMQTVIWWIH2MGSPI
as too crowed and noisy
for a quiet dinner. She
was turning to request a
different table, when she
was greeted with,“Surprise!
Happy Birthday, Nicki!”
Family, friends, Lark, Ryan…
all there, gathering around
her, clapping.
Nicole, momentarily
overwhelmed, was at a loss
for words. Cheri gave her
a quick squeeze. “Sorry I
couldn’t tell you, sis, but I
promised to keep it a secret.
Ryan planned it all when

The heat of shame crept
along her neck. To think she
had suspected Ryan and
Lark of being anything but
the kind good people they
were.
Nicole looked around.
&SYUYIXWSJ¾S[IVWERH
tall ivory candles graced the
tables. A cloud of white and
KSPHFEPPSSRW¾SEXIHEFSZI
the chair he indicated for
her. A large inscribed birthday cake was wheeled out
on a small table of its own,
festooned with real pink and
red roses. Seeing the cake
suddenly reminded her…
“Ryan this is all such a wonderful surprise! Thank you!”
She hesitated. “Ahhh…by
the way, what did you do
with the chocolate cake I
left for you on the kitchen
counter?”
“Oh, that was a great looking cake and the timing was
perfect! I donated it to the
bake sale our church was
having this week-end.”
Misinterpreting the stricken
look on her face, he added,
“Don’t worry, honey. I taped
your name on the bottom
of the glass cake plate so
they’ll know where it came
from.” T

entire magazine informative and she loves the
fact that it’s free to pick up and enjoy!
The new contest clue can be found in the
promotional advertisement on this page.
We wish you all good luck! The winner will
randomly be drawn on Wednesday, September 2nd at 4pm and will be announced in our
September 11th issue!
'SRKVEXYPEXMSRW&EVF7XE]GSR½HIRXERH
positive and thank you for being a faithful
reader!

$100
CASH

THIS ISSUE CLUE:
Find the following phrase:
“As they meet their
counselors and start to
½RHXLIMVTPEGIW²
Drawing Sept. 2nd, 4pm

A Winner Chosen Each and Every Issue!!
email: editor.leepub@gmail.com
OR call our office at 315-985-9137 with your
1-Name, Address, and Phone Number
2-The page number you find the answer on
3-The name of the article you found it in
4-The author of that article....
a random drawing will be held of all correct
entries and ONE lucky reader will win $100*!!!

ED ITOR
Just Good Reading.com

*Must be at least 18 years of age to participate.
MUST BE WILLING TO HAVE YOUR PHOTO TAKEN FOR THE NEXT ISSUE
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